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END COMES TO USEFUL LIFE
OF FREDERICK J. BROWNELL
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w CutShoes
Cut Price.
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A BARGAIN.

98 pairs Men's Oxfords and Low Cut Shoes, patent
and plain leathers, made in all styles, worth $3.50.
Not every size in every style, but all sizes in 'the lot.
Sizes 5 to 11.

Special for Saturday,

Mr. Walter Barnett was quite sick
last week.
Miss Alene Hammock, of Pembroke, is visiting her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hammock.
Rev. H. Clay Smith, of Hopkinswills, will fill his regular appointment at the Baptist church the first
Sunday in June. Also service Sunday night, and Sunday school every
Sunday morning at 10 o'clock.
Everybody cordially invited to attend these services.

COMPROMISE OF $15,000 IN
THE HOLLOWELL CASES.
PRINOETON, Ky., May 26.—The compromise which has been under
discussion for the past week between the attorneys for the defendants and
plaintiffs in the Hollowell- damage ,suit against twenty-nine Caldwell
county farmers was agreed to. All the defendants a ere here and arranged
to meet the agreement, which was $16,000. Each side agreed to pay their
part of the costs. This settles the other cases pending also, wiping the
case from the United States civil docket.

CASE AFFIRMED.

•••••

PADUCAH, Ky., May 26.—Attorney Miller, for the plaintiffs in the
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 28.-Hollowell damage suit in which a verdict for $36,000 was renently ret.u..Thed
The court of appeals today affirme3
says that an offer of settlement at $16,000 has been *tide but as yet no
the case of the commonwealth vs.
answer has been received from the defendants.
Ledford, Christian county.
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TO CAMP NEAR HOME ICHAT
RIFLE

FANGE. PROVIDED

The Members of the Third Regiment
Will Pay: Their Outing On
Loch Mary.

••WV"-,•

Under the plans as now outlined
by the adjhtant general's department, the Kentucky state guard will
not go for its annual encampment at
one place, but each regiment will
encamp at the rifle range which will
be assigned to its use. Each regiment will have a range for target
practice and the encampment and
range shooting will be held at the
same time. One range, to be used
by the Second Kentucky and the
companies east of Frankfort, will be
located near Frankfort. The First
regiment will have a range near
Louisville and willihold its camp
there. The Third Kentucky and
the soldiers in western Kentucky
will encamp at Earlington where a
range will be donated by J. B. Atkipson, the mine owner of Hopkins
county.
Under this plan the state will save
a great deal of money in railroad
fares, and this saving will more than
offset the cost of the ranges and fitting them up. It has been customary for the three regiments to go to
some point previously selected and
there go into camp, one regiment at
a time. It was expensive sending
the regiments from the various sections of the state ancliGen. Johnston
has decided that this year, if the
proper ranges can be secured, the
regiments will have their own camps
Instead of one for them all. The
target shooting can be carried on at
thel encampment, and this will
mean a saving to the state also.
Each company can pick out its best
shots, and these sharpshooters can
then meet at one of the ranges aud
the team to represent Kentucky can
be seleced from these men.
astsys.

BEWARE OF PHYSIC
Only

Aggravates Stomach Trouble
And Never Cures.

The trouble with most people who
gave stomach trouble is that they
to not like to take the time to get
eared; they over-eat and then take
physic, which simply upsets the
stomach.
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County Clerk Campbell was requested a few days ago by a colored
woman to look up the deed to a piece
of property which she owned. When
the docement was found she read it
over carefully and then said.
"Look here, Mr. Campbell, dar is
sho done been a mistake made in
dis boundry. I didn't buy no sink
holes and dis here deed says dey is
one on my side oh de line.I want you
to understand dat I oidn't.buy dem
sinkholes and dey don't belong to
Mr. Campbell tried to explain to
the woman that even if she did not
contract for the sinkholes they
were thrown into the deal for good
measure and included in her boundary and were therefore her property,
but he never succeeded and the negress left the office protesting that
she "didn't own dent sinkholes.

visit lur little city again in the near
future. She left for her home yesterday via Paduph.—Smithland
Banner.
Phelps Cowan, formerly of this
city,"lias accepted a very flattering
offer to take charge of the music of
one of the largest churches in Grand
Rapids, Mich. The Daily News of
that city says:
"Phelps Cowan, the new organist
and choirmaster of St. Mark's procatherdral, will enter upon his new
duties this morning. Mr. Cowan,
who comes highly recommended as
a capable man, is a native of Kentucky sari belongs to a musical
family. He has spent the most of
his life in or near Chicago, where he
has studied the organ under the best
of instructors. His latest teacher
was Clarence Dickinson, one of the
leading organ instructors in Chicago.
"Although but a young man he
has held several fine positions. He
was for a time organist and choirmaster in the Cathedral Sts. Peter
and Paul in Chicago. At another
time he was assistant to John Allen
Richardson in St. Paul's church in
Chicago. Mr. Richardson, who was
formerly organist and leader of the
choir in Grace church in this city,
speaks in the highest terms of Mr.
Cowan."
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Every mother dreads the pain attendant upon the most critical
Becoming a mother should be a source of joy, but
ONE
HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSY period of her life.
the sufferin_g incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of dread.
WILL BE CELEBRATED.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of much of'
the pain of maternity; this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is
not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those
this remedy are no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousThe Occasion Promises to Be One who use
ness, nausea and other distressing conditions are overcome, and the
That Will Attract Widespread
system is prepared for the coming event by the use of Mother's Friend.
It is worth its weight in
Attention.
have
gold," says many gwho
oti
taotrieg
used it. fako pceornbatitnlrnat
of interest to all women, free upon appli-

The one-hundredth anniversary
cation to
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO,
of the birth of Jefferson Davis, presAtlanta, Ga.
ident of the Confederacy, will be fittingly celebrated on June 3, says
the Pembroke Journal.
At a meeting of the citizens of
Mi i"!
n
!
Fairview, for the purpose of discuss-aild
sh
whetiver or not this action
be taken, the unanimous decision
was reached that such a celebration
should be held. W. B. Brewer was
chosen as chairman of the meeting
and R. F. Vaughn, secretary.
The chairman appointed the following committees to arrange for
the celebration:
Committee on arrangements—
James.R. Wiles, chairman; M. P.
Vass, Charles Carroll, W. H.
The starting of a savings bank account has a
Vaughn, John Reese, J. W. Petrie,
Jr.; James H. Hall, H. IT Fulcher,
tendency to wean a man from •extravagance
kr
-rz
r••
1 an d y; M esdames R. F.
and dissipation. It gives him more ambition
aug-hn, W. S. Petrie, N. Wade, C.
NV. Smith, J. H. Allen, W. H. Forand a desire to "be somebody"
gy, H. H. Fulcher, Miss Beulah
Vass.
Committee on reception—W. S.
Petrie, chairman; A. B. Wilkins,
W. H. Forgy, J. T. Layne, W. H.
Vaughn, J. H. Allen; Mesdames E.
D. Humphreys, Frank Tutt, W. H.
Vaughn; Misses Annie Mae Petrie,
Mary Layne.
Committee on provisions and fun—
J. H. Reese. chairman; R. F.
Vaughn, J. W. Petrie, Jr., Frank
Yancey, James R. Wiles.
The celebration will occur on the
grounds of Bethel Baptist church at
Fairview, the site upon which Mr.
Davis was born and which was given by him to the church. The occasion will be one of great importance
and will attract thousands of visitors to the sacred scene.
Open Saturday evenings for benefit
A very cordial invitation is extended every one to attend and bring a
of wage earners.
well-filled basket.
•All old Confederate soldiers are
especially invited.

Wean Yourself

From Extravagances!

Put a Dollar•Tbday in

Commercial St
Savings Bank.

R. W. SPEER.
Mayor of Denver, who heads the committee of arrangements for the Democratic convention.

and Turn Over a New
Leaf

Mrs. Ida Chappell, the district
secretary of the Woman's Foreign
Missionary so'ciety, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., arrived in the city Tuesday
and was royally entertained by local
members. Mrs. Chappell held. a
meeting of the society in the M. E.
CHARLES B. LANDIS.
church Tuesday evening and many
Indiana rePresentative who is a canmembers were in attendance and
much good accomplished. Mrs. didate for vieP president with SecreChappell made many warm friends tary Taft.
while here, who hope to have her
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Especially advised for
ishing.
chronic, old cases that doctors, patFor the above occasion, to be held
ent medicines and hot springs fail to
complete
with
$1,
Druggists
at Frankfort, Ky., June 16th to 18th
care.
prove
To
cure.
home
inclusive, the Illinois Central will
directions for
and
free
sent
make a rate of one and one third for
B. B. B. cures, sample
prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co., the round trip, on sale June 16th
Atlanta. Ga. Describe trouble and and 18th limited to June 20th for re- I
free medical advice sent in sealed
turn. G. R. NEWMAN, Agt.
letter.

CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm

chousru,; ihrie Kidney
Troutle and Never Suspect it

f141.recognii.ed

HAy FtvER

s

A

S.

,

R. C. HARDWICK

J.

EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!
Shoppers Will Have Their

I

Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
miles.

FORBES MANUFACTURING CO.

ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO.

PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.
J. T. W1.1. & CO.

F. A. YOST CO.

THE WITT COMPANY

R. C. HARDWICK
W. A. P'POOL. & SON
L. L. ELGIN
COOK & HIGGINS
BASSETT & CO.
J. H. ANDERONS &CO
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE

•
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•
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•
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•
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Society Notes11MAN1 SUITS FILED
TTER
SFTLE
FORRE

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
What a Heap of Happiness It Would
Bring to Hopkinsville Homes.

PAGE 3

What Stove
for Summer?

.f•

The Hon. Edwin Norris, governor
of Montana, will arrive in the city,
Nothing adds to kitchen
OF accompanied by Mrs. Norris, on FOR JUNE TERM OF CHRISTIAN
REMINDER
INTERESTING
Hard to do housework with an
convenience in summer weather
May 25, and will be the guest of Mr.
COURT
CIRCUIT
aching
back.
CIVIL WAR TIMES
like a New Perfection Wick
Mrs.
Mrs. Herbert L. McPherson.
Bring your hours of misery at leiBlue Flame Oil Cook-Stove.
Norris and Mrs. McPherson are sissure or at work.
Anything that any stove can
ters. Gov. Norris is-a native of this
If women only knew the cause—
Communication That Was Written By
his
to
visit
first
his
is
this
and
state
do the "New Perfection" will
Several Night Riding Indictments Are thafbackache pains come from sick
The Famous Fighter To a Promold Kentucky home in nattily years.
kidneys,`twould save much needless
do, and do it better. Bakes,
Set For Hearing.—A Divorce
He became the chief executive of
woe. Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick
inent Hopkinsville Lady.
roasts, boils, toasts; heats the wash water and the sad
Montana last April when, on acIs Sought.
Hopkinsvill people enkidneys.
irons, and does it without dissipating its heat through the room
count of ill health, Gov. Joseph K.
dorse this:
He is .taid
An interesting relic of the civil Toole resigned the office.
Miss L. A. Hester, 826 North Main4 to your discomfort. The
of
citizen
popular
most
the
▪ war times in Hopkinsville is a letter, to be
street, Hopkinsville, Ky., says: "I
governas
election
his
and
Montana
of
filing
Priday was the last day for
old and faded, in the possession
honestly believe that there is little
is.taken is a
suits for the four weeks term of court need of any one suffering the torture
surviving in,mbers of the family of or when the next vote
Gov. Noi ris
.
which will convene Monday week, of backache when such an effective
tle late Mrs. Mary J. Glass. It was foregone conclusion
county,
nd
Cumberla
in
born
was
realthe
and
and Circuit Clerk has completed the remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
ppuned by Gen.Forrest
of
comes
and
1865,
in
Kentucky.
work of making out the docket for be purchased at L. A. Johnsoa's
ly beautiful handwriting and the
He was
ancestry.
nary
Revolutio
answer
sentences
the
of
the term. The docket contains a drug store.
The prompt and thorphraseolgy
state,
this
of
schools
the
in
educated
raised
been
follows:
as
total of 445 cases divided
qtiestions that have
ough relief which followed their use
actually keeps the kitchen cool—actually makes it comfortable
from the South- Appearance equity, 84; continued
in my case has given me abiding
concerrsing the education and learn- and after graduating
for you while doing the family cooking, because, unlike the coal
ern Normal school at Bowling Green equity, 170; commonwealth cases, faith in their merits. In the suming of the famous fighter.
removed
he
he studied law. In 1889
range, its heat is directed to one point only—right under the
150; continued common law, 47; ap- mer of 1903, I was suffering greatly
The letter follows:
legal
his
continued
and
Montana
to
pearance common law, 44. This is an from soreness and lameness across
kettle. Made in three sizes, fully warranted. If not
Camp near Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Smith.
Dec. 16th 1861 studies under ex-Gov. R. B.
increase of 17 cases over the docket the small of my pack and other difwith your dealer, write our nearest agency.
In 1889 he was aumitted to the bar for the June term of last year.
Dear Madam:—
ficulties arising from a weakness of
the practice of the
The case of J. M. Weaver,charged the kidneys. Two boxes or Doan's
Yours of the 13th inst. toGen.Clark and entered upon
He is a Dem- with night riding, is set for the sixth
Dillon.
at
profession
occupation
affords a
the
to
refer
you
Kidney Pills was all I required to
in which
in
active
been
long
has
and
ocrat
command
mellow
riding,
day; Mat Gholson, night
free meirom the distressing pain in
by the regiment under my
was
he
terms
several
For
politics.
light that is very grateful
third day; Dr. W. W. Durham, my Lack and restore my kidneys to
of your tract of timber land, was
and for some night riding, fith day; H. R. CrenDillon,
of
attorney
city
truly
to
eyes—a
tired
perfect
student or family
can
and
I
recomyesterday,
a good, healthy condition.
sent to me
Montana
the
of
member
a
was
time
Brass,
plated,
it
lamp.
nickel
hence more durthat
day:
much
shaw, night riding, fourth
mended Doan's Kidney Pills at that
say that I wish very
chosen
ly
unanimous
was
and
senate
,
able than other lamps.
Willie Holmes and John Howe, time and during the four years that
had been rec'd. sooner, for I believe
body, a unique dis- sending
that
of
president
If not with your dealer, write ouf nearknown
myself
letter,
g
or
threatenin
a
Clark
have elapsed I still hold the same
had Gen.
the
of
president
While
tinction.
est
we
agency.
s
seventh day.
good opinion of the remedy."
the strength of your .objection
governacting
was
he
1899
in
senate
Mary L. and C. S. Colman, of
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
would not have been here. I was orSTANDARD OIL COMPANY
was elected
He
months.
three
or
road,
this
the
on
place
suit
against
a
filed
Qracey, have
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
dered to select
(laceeporated)
governor in 19C4. Frater- Illinois Central rani1 company New York, sole agents for the
near to town,convenient to wood and lieutenant
and an Elk. Mr. for $150 damage, whidh they say
water, and selected this, was order- . nally he is a Mason
United States. Rember the name-to Miss
1892
in
married
was
Norris
the
save
To
men.
cattle
by
was done to their crops
ed to quarter my
Doan's--and take no other.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Q
Bowling Green.
which got into the fields over poor
timber, I have not built cabins as all Bettie Wilkins, of
and talented vioHuman Filters
and inadequate cattle gaps. A simother regiments have done, but have She is a charming
E. B. Long, President:
T. Tandy, Cashier.
of Gov.
honor
in
reception
A
man.
"stick
built
and
ilar suit was filed by these same
put floors in tents
The function of the kidneys is to
be given on the
strain out the impurities of the Llood
parties sonar time ago.
and in ud"chimneys, Thereto.Know- and Mrs. Norris will
and
Mr.
by
26th
which is constantly passing through
May
of
evening
ing the value of timber here I have
Mrs. Nellie Merris has sued for them. Foley's Kidney Remedy
.
pursued this course and have girten Mrs. McPherson
divorce from her husband Lee Mor- makes the kidneys healthy so they 0
0
•
strict orders to the men to cut none
ris. She charges cruelty and prays will strain out all waste matter from 0
your
We
invite
•
the blood. Take Foley's Kidney
Capital, $60,000.00
of the trees of rapid growth, and our ! The reception given at the resi- for the custody of their daughter,
as safe
account
make
will
it
and
once
O
at
Remedy
reqnires
it
that
small
quarters are so
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Dixon KitchThe Planters Hardware company you well. L. A. Johnson & Co.
Surplus, $70,000.00
depository frIr
0
very little wood to make us comfort- en yesterday afternoon was a suc- asks for damages on two counts
your
funds.De•
I
This bank ranks among the first in the
able. I know the loss of apy of this cessful affair in every particular. from the Louisville and Nashville 14b3,1r^11.3r1MILVIMIL.SPrIkIlifr21•11.)1FIVI.
2
posit your valreme,
believe
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of •
timber is great and,
The hostesses were Mrs. Kitchen, railroad.
One is for $115 in which C
in
uable papers
Z
surplus to capital.
gret that this loss should fall on a Mrs. Jouett Heory, and Mrs. Green they allege that a buggy shipped
Specialist,
Dr.
Edwards,
our
vaults—
:
/
•
cause
the
in
reinterest
in
4ady whose
Russell. They were assisted
from Evansville to a customer in
are:
they
where
•
0
Eye, E alr, Nose and
/
In SURPLUS There
which we all have so much at heart, ceiving by Mrs. Van Cleve, of Louis- Pembroke arrived in such a damC
safe from fire
•
Throat. Test made free of
I have heard from others. But you ville, Mesdames H. I. Minty, J. W. aged cendition that it was refused.
is
GTH
.
STREN
apd
burglars.
•
0
0
must know that thI is the time for Downer, Will Glover. J. 0. Cook, A. The. other is for $81.42 on a surry
charge for glasses. Phoe•
,
revolution
acrifices, as in our first
H. Edmunds, Misses Harrison and which they claimed was shipped to i
nix Bldg., Main:St , HopI
to
i
Little Miss them from Cannersville, Ind., and
from the thralldom of George III. Tate, of Clarksville.
kitisville.:Ky.
C
yr
rend
to
pou
and
called
Ladies may be
Beth Thomas took the cards
which was also damaged to that
a
their garments to make cartridgesfor Mrs. S. A. Edmunds mst the guests amount by rough handling while in
11
i 11••••••••••••••••••••••••••••114
,
IrMIL.IrS%411.3
the soldiers. We have all made great in the hall. The parlor, where the transit.
/%11.11P).411.11,64.,I'ML)
a•
410
411W
pecuniary sacrifices. Even the pri- receiving line stood was beautifully
Aching Feet.
for
re
A
CertainlCu
vates, whose wants were so kindly decorated in white roses and white
There is more Catarrh in this sec444444444+04/
Shake into your shoes Allen's
ministred unto by your aervanta,had candles.
Misses Sallie George tion of the country than all other
and until the Foot-Ease, a powder. It cures Tired,
most l'kely left home, friends and Blakey, Bessie Lee Williamson, or diseases put together,
to be
supposed
was
years
few
last
interests to take up arms and to re- Texas, Mary Jones and Bettie Lee incurable. , For a great many years Aching, Callous, Sweating, Swollen
feet. At all Druggists and Shoe
conquer oar liberties.This is the for- Smith served at the punch bowl and doctors pronouced it a local disease Stores, 26c. Sample Free. Address,
tune of war. All must suffer, and in in this corner the decorations were and prescribed local remedies, and Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
te cure with
a war like ours when the great odds pink roses and pink candles In the by constantly failing
d it inpronounce
treatment,
local
The Only National Bank in This Community
•
Whooping Cough
are against us, it is absolutely neces- dining room Miss Fannie Phelps curable. Science has proven catarrh
presided.
Wallace
Henry
Mrs.
and
You
"In February our daoghter had
wiry that we have endurance.
to be a constitutional disease and
The table was attrative with an
must also be aivare that we could enormous center piece of red carna- therefore requires constitutional whooping cough. Mr. Lane,of Hart$73,000.00
Capital
• Cure, land, recommended Chamberlain's
occupy no land with the convenien- tions and all the candles and flowers treatment.' Hall'sF.Catarrh
J. Cheney dr Cough Remedy, and said it gave his
manufactured by
$25,000.00
Surplus.
ces that yours possess but that the in the room were red. Brick creain, Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only con- customers the best of satisfaction.
served.
were
bonbons
owner thereof would object as stren- cakes and
cure on the market. It is We found it as he said and can recStockholders Liability $75,000.00
been a large invitation stitutional
had
There
in doses from ten ommend It to any one having childwe
when
internally
the;
taken
uously as you do, and
list and there was a stream of call- drops to a teaspoonful. It acts di- ren troubted with whooping cough,"
•
Among the out of
came here we were ignorant of the ers from 3 to 5.
A Goss, of Durand, Mich.
Mrs
says
Savings Bank department.
surmucous
regular
a
and
Has
blood
on
the
rectly
peculiar circumstances which I have town guests were Mrs. Roy McKin- faces of the system. They offer one For sale byAnderson ez Fowler Drug
interest paid ou savings
cent
per
Three
the guest of Mrs.
ed.
$1 opens an account.
Co.,
incorporat
fails
it
deposits.
any
case
learned since, and the existence of ney, of Paducah,Blakemore
-for
time
dollars
and
hundred
Mrs
,
L. McFarland
which, am free to do you the justice John C. Latham and Mrs, Gaylord, to cure. Send for circulars and tes•
to acknowledge, and'I hope that the of New York, Mrs. Arthur Mc- timonials.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
-0
Address:
loss may not be so heavy on you as Cormack, of Bowling Green, and
THOS. W.*LONG, Cashier
The Kind Yun Nava Amays 3eagt
F. J. CHENEY dr Co., Toledo, Ohio. ifrars thip
, of Paducah.
Utterback
C.
J.
Mrs.
,
done
we
have
Ky
for
le,
think,
Hopkinsvil
you
76c.
first
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
at
Sold by druggists.
tgrratur•
0*•
confor
Pills
1
ly
all
Fbanil
Hall's
rather
Take
or
can,
we
all the damage
le Dancing club stipation.
•
we will do, and I think our govern- I The Hopkinsvil
last night in
ball
opening
its
gave
and
right
reason
on
founded
ment,
Card of Thanks.
floor was in
justice, however inconsistent there- the Cooper hall. The
decorations tasty,
with some things may seem, will not fine condition,the
Lebknecher's orof
music
We take this opportunity of exthe
let its friend, at any rate such a and
sixty
Abut
tending our heartfelt thanks to the
friend as you are, suffer ultimately chestra delightful.
ad
present
were
kind physiciins who did all in their
people
young
from any destruction of their propa
was
events
the
of
potver to re ffeve the suffering of our
erty by the army here or any place. every moment
give
will
club
dear deceased brother, J. M. Coyner
As I before stated, I think our happy one. The
feapleasant
A
his last illness, and also to
deuces.
y
during
fortnightl
wants can be easily supplied withof
collation
a
was
the host of kind friends who visited
out interfering with any serious 14ss ture last night
the
officers of
and comforted him in his afflction,
of your timber, and can assure you ices and cakes. The
Morgan,
David
so earnestly sympathized with
are
on
and
organizati
that all care will be taken that no
vice
McKee,
Charles
us in our sad bereavement. May
damage shall be done consistent president;
Witt, secretary and God's choicest blessings attend you,
Is the most serviceable stock that can be used in Ladies Oxfords,
with the comfort in some degree .of president; R. E.
of the charter one and all, is our sincere desire.
the men under my command, to treasurer, and a list
Smith, R.
Beale
E. F. Coyner,
4 still tans have had such a •'run" this season that we find Gun Metals
whom as a soldier I consider that I members follows:
Morgan, William
Mattie E. Corner.
owe my first and highest duty. As E. Witt, Dave
and in order to move them we are offering
-1ing"
"dragg
Ducker,
James
Long,
Gabe
Barker,
as
but
came,
we
that
regret
I
ksaid
James
Duffer,
IValued Same as Gold.
vie are now quartered, and have John Adams, George
4
James
Bean,
harry
,
Ridgeway
of
4B. G. Stewart, a merchant
done all the damage we will do, I
4
Lawson
my
Howe,
tell
"I
says:
Walter
Miss.,
View,
Cedar
Forbes,
as
our
abiding
by
loss,
4think your
Caldwell customers when they buy a box of 4
we are, would not be commensurate Flack, Charles McKee,
Charles Dr. King's New Life Pills they get
\
in 4
with the trouble to us of a removal. Feland, Mills Campbell,
Gaines, Henry the worth of that much Fold on,
t
Robert
,
McPherson
4
With assurance of highest respect. Wallace, Jr., Will Kimmons,Dennis weight, if afflicted with constipati
4malaria pr biliousness." Sold under
I am yours truly,
Shaw, Trice Waller, Emmett Jones guarantee at Cook & Higgins and 4
and Guy Dority. ,
N. B. Forrest
Pharmacy drug stores 26c.
Col. and Mrs. Jouett Henry, Dr. Cook's
Regt.
of
Col. Corn.
and Mrs. A. H. Edwards, Mrs.
Tired nerves, with that "no amE
Johnny Mills Campbell, Mrs. Wilfeeling that is cotomonly 4
bition"
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Walsh
B.
liam
neglect
It is a pity to see a person
Glover were the felt in speing or early summer, can
indications of kidney or bladder William Joseph
be easily and quickly altered by taks.of last night's dance.
trouble that may result in Bright's ehaperone
what is known to druggists eving
disease when Foley's Kidney Remas Dr. Shoop's Restoraerywhere
The Most Common Cause of
edy will correct irregularities and
One will absolutely note a
tive.
Suffering.
stzengthen these organs. Take Fochanged feeling within 48 hours aft- 4
ley's Kidney Remedy at the first Rheumatism causes more pain and er beginning to take the Restorative.
SEE SHOW WINDOW
sign of danger. L. A. Johnson & Co. suffering than any other disease, for The bowels get sluggish in the wint
.
%
that it is the most com- ter-time, the circulation often slows
reason
the
There is a Pink Pain Tablet made mon of all ills, and it is certainly up, the Kidneys are inactive, and
,
t
by Dr. Shoop, that will positively otttifying to sufferers to know that even the heart in many cases grows
ResShoop's
Dr.
weaker.
decidedly
afwill
Balm
Pain
in's
Chamberla
min20
in
anywhere
pain,
stop any
*
ford relief, and make rest and sleet torative is recognized everywhere I
utes. Druggists everywhere sell possible. In many cases the relief as a genuine tonic to these vital orthem as Dr. Shoop's Headache Tab- from pain, which is at first tempo- gans. It builds up and strengthens
lets, bat they stop other pains as rary, has become permanent, while the wornout weakened nerves; it
sharpens the failing appetite, and
easily as hesdache. Dr. Shoop's in old people subject to chronic universally aids digestion. It always
Incorporatsd)
Pink Pain Tablets simply coax blood rheumatism, often brought on by quickly brings renewed strength,
40"
weather,
the
pressure away from pain centers— dampness or change in
and
Try
it
life vigor and ambition.
gt
THE EXCLUSIVE SHOE STORE
that is all. Pain comes from blood a permanent cure cannot be expect be convinced. Sold by Andersonthis
which
pain
from
relief
the
;
ed
that
Stop
.
pretisure — congestion
Fowler Drug Co. incorporated
I
pressure with Dr. Shoop's Headache Liniment affords is alone worth
cent
60
and
25
cost.
its
Tablets and pain is instantly gone. many times
THE
BESIr
4.tat.**i44444444att****ttatt444**tart*
LIOUSNs
arree.44,
1B
20 tablets 26c. Sold by Anderson- sizes for sale by Andersen & Fowler ELECTRICB
AND KIDNEY&
Drug Co., incorporated.
ITTEPR
Fowler Drug Co. incorporated.
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Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
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Red Checker Men

OF THE KENTUCKY UNIVERSALISTS IN SESSION.

Float the red checkers from
your checker-board in a bowl
of water and you will know
Why blood is red. Blood has
'millions and millions of little
red wheels floating in a clear
fluid. The professor calls them
red corpuscles. Well,

Program of Interest Is Being Carried
Out—Will Hold Election of
Officers.

Scoirst Emulsion

(From Saturday's Daily)
The state convention of the UniMakes red Cbipuscles. These
versalist churches began yesterday
little red wheels
morning under most auspicious cirbone marrow. SCOTT S
The roll call of the
cumstances.
EMULSION contains a powcr
churches showed that every church
which feeds and puts new life
in the state, with one exception,
Into the bone marrow of pale
which is included in the Ohio conpeople.
vention, was "represented and at
AU Druggists; 504. and $1.00.
each session there has been an unusually good attendance.
The address of the president, Gee.
AILAll..+11,.41L•alt..si M. Clark, yesterday morning, showtwit
ed that the churches were in a very
healthful state and that indications
pointed to a greatly increased work
for the coming year.
—of the—
The occasional sermon of Dr. J.
W. Caldwell, of St. Louis, was inMcKillip Veterinary
F spiring. Other features of the day
: COLLEGE, of CHICAGO,
were addresses by Prof. W. E.Gray,
1-1;18 returned to Hopkinsvilie,
C. A. Brasher, Mrs. Lynch and Mrs.
foirthe practice of Veterinary
Mary Teague.
Stirgery and Dentistry.
•
This morning the session was
; Office at Layne's Stable.
opened with devotional exercises
Ninth Street.
conducted by Mrs. George M. Cark.
Following this the business session
was inaugurated and glowing reports were read from all the
churches. Mrs. Carrie Croft delivered an address on "Our Church
Work," which provoked quite an
OF
interesting discussion.
This afternoenthe sessions are being continued aid before adjournment the•annual election of officers
will be held.
Tomorrow, Sunday school will be
' WE MAKE THE FOLheld at 10 o'clock. Dr. Caldwell
PLATES:
LOWING
will preach twice tomorrow, in the
morning on "The Kinship of ReliGold Plates,
gions,"and.at night on"The New In
Platinum Plates.
terpretation of the Bible." The conPlates,
vention will come to a close with
Aluminum
tomorrow night's services.

I DR, C, Pi ISBEL,

k

1 r-rritr-re-wrwr-orwr-a%
ii--ire7

We Make a Specialty

PLATE WORK!
Continuous qum Plates,
Fusible Metal Plates,
Celluloid Plates,
Rubber Plates,
gubber Plates lined with
gold or aluminum, Rubber
Plates lined witb soft rubber
for; sore and tender mouths.

Wl•-•••41111•

Chronic Constipation Cured.
One who suffers from chronic constipation is in danger of many serious isilments. Foley's Orino Laxative clllete chronic constipation, as
it aids digestion and stimulates the
liver and bowels, restoring the natural action of these organs. C)mmence taking it today and you will
feel better at once. Foley's Orino
Laxative does not nauseate or gripe
and is pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes. L A. Johnson & Co.

We Guarantee a Fit
. in Every Case.

KING OF CARNIVAL

LOUISVILLE

DAN VILLE, Ky., May 23. —
Herschel A. Long, of Hopkinsville,
won the title of king of the Central
University carnival, a social and
athletic affair, given annually by
I the students,by capturing the largest
number of points in the Transylvania-Central track meet yesterday.
Tne king and the queen, Miss
Mayme Lillard, who was previously
elected by vote of the wearers 4f the
"Varsity C," will be crowned with
elaborate ceremonies tonight.

DENTAL PARLORS,
Both Phones. Hopkinsyitle. Ky.

KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE

LUNCS

Dr. King's
New Oiscove$
WITH

.00.
Fin nouclis Ttlalsopla!C
Bottle Free

AND ALL THROA r Aral! LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED S..t.TrF FACTORY
77 REFUNDED.
. ‘,.;smossanamassigs

4=
-t-

COOD

OSITION
Draughon

gives contracts, backed by chain

s, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
ofaoUollege
ears' success, to secure positions nuclei
nable conditions or refund tuition.

Draughon'acctm•

P NG hepetitors, by not
Econcede
that
accepting hit

teaches more
osition,
keeping in THREE months than they
do iaSIX. Draughon can convince YOU.
pererat Df the

Vsn
SHORTHAND
of Shorthand Draughon

States
CourtReporters

write the system

teaches, because they know It is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, call
Id or write JNO. F. DRAUGHON,President

DRAUGHOWS
PiftACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
(WE also 110111 BY /WU

(Incorporated)
;PADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
EVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS.

,DR. H. C. BEAZLEY
Specialist.
11E. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
thee hours. 9 to 12 a. ul.. 2 to 5 p
nil Office, Main St.. ey•-e• Kress
SUITT, Hopkinsville. Ky.
--t- - -.:..

4

HOnter Wood & Son
!Attorneys-at-Law.
-

h

STATE CONIENTION I

Kentucky

4/1erlicine

1KILLING IN SHELBY
Guns, Cartridges and Shotgun Shells
STILL REMAINS, AFTER INVESTI-

Ayers Cherry Pectoral is a
regular cough medicine, a
strong medicine, a doctor's
medicine. Good for easy
coughs, hard coughs, desperate coughs. If your doctor
endorses it for your case, take
it. If net, don't take it. Never
go contrary to his advice.

GATION, A MYSTERY

Bed

We publish our fornaulas
We b—
anIsh alcohol
from our medicines
We urge you to
consult your
doctor

Ayers
y

The dose of Ayer's Pills is small, only
one at bedtime. As a ruie, laxative doses
are better than cathartic doses. For constipation, biliousness, dyspepsia, sickheadaches, they cannot be excelled.
Ask your doctor about this.
•—iltade by the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,idase..—
•

NOT CLEO OFF
Is Etr:ke

According

to

MAY I-9
11••••=
,

President

Smith's Statement.

are easily distinguished from other makes, which
equal them neither in qualitynor reputation,by the big

Scraped In Hopkins County —

Ohio Farmer Has

TRADE MARK REG. IN

Fight With

J.

8. PAT. OM
•

Night Riders.

SHELBY VILLE, Ky., May 23.—
Two theories are advanced concerning Newton B. Hazelett, whose dead
body was found in the road yesterday. One is that he was a Night
Rider killed by farmers who were
guarding their property. Another
is that he was assassinated by an
enemy who, to cover his tracks,
started the Night Rider storTr.
He was shot through the heart. In
his hand was a revolver, and in his
pocket were a pair of wire clippers
and many cartridges. Telephone
wires in the neighborhood had been
cut and other evidences of the presence of Night Riders were found.
•

which appears on every package of Winchester
goods. The big red W is to guns and ammunition
what the word "Sterling" is to silverware the world
over. Therefore, for your own protection always
'4

Look for the Big Red W"

itZtlelrill=2$111151$211111116111111111111111111111111N1111111111112MIMININ111111111111.11111111121511EAMIIIP

Perfectly Trimmed
Hickory Wood Cured

Country Hams
•

and Shoulders

Bet] Scraped.
MADISON VILLE Ky., gay 22.—
MADISONVILLE, Ky., May 23. ,
The report sent out from Earlington
Forty Shoulders
Forty Hams
bed near Dalto the effort that the strike of union —F. E. Egbert's plant
- This is
Hams 13c Shoulders 11c
miners in Hopkins, Webster, Union 1t Ion was scraped last night.
in
Hopkins
connty.
the
first
scraping
has
which
counties,
and Christain
Dressed and(Live Hens :!Garden Seeds a Specialty
been on since Jauuary 1, has been
called off is denied by President
en Have Property.
Smith. In an interview Mr. Smith
PADUCAX, Ky., May 23.—Only
today sain that there had been no ten defendlnits in the Hollowell
meeting of the national board and the suit have any property. These must
strike could not be el.- dared off until compromise or go to jail and, take
this meeting was held. The board the insolvent debtor's oath.
will meet the latter part of the
month, but whether the strike
will be called off or not cannot be
OPENED FIRE.
Veterinary Surgeon,
stated just now. He declared that at
RIPLEY, 0., May 23.—Waller araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
present it was on in earnest and Hurt last night opened fire on Night
lee, Toronto, Canada.
would continue until the bOard Riders who were scraping his plant
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
orders otherwise.
bed. They retnrned a fire and rid- L -g Lameness and Dentistry. Cas•-•
or Stallions; firing by a new
cled Hurt's house with bullets. His tration
Grumbling
Very special surgical oper
process.
Stop
bady
narrowly
shot.
escaped
being
fir
ts cure of Spavins and
doesn't treat his clothes with the
ivioes
or
sm
If you suffer from Rheumati
for
theicure
y
ion he oughtto in order
Neurotom
considerat
Liniment
Snow
pains, for Ballard's
to get the most good out of them. it
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
It is a sure
It Reached the Spot.
will bring quick relief.
A cult, if continually worn, w:11 b
at Gray & Gates livery stard.i,
cure for sprains, Rheumatism, ConMr. E. Humphrey, who owns a Office
-i
deN.
L.
&
near
need
freshening up now and then
street,
Ninth
Emit
d
'pains—an
all
and
tracted Muscles
large general store at Omega, 0., nt. Take it to the tailor's to be press- it
Telephone 1 45•
within the reach of all. Price 26c, and is president of the Adams Coun- '
ed and it will come home looking b
ALL CALLS he letter or telephos
50c, $1.00. C. R.Smith, Tena'na,Tex., ty Telephone Co.,,as well as of the
as good as new.
Snow
Ballard's
to.
attended
promptly
writes: I have used
Home Telephone Co., of Pike CounWe are showinir suits from $17
Liniment in my family for years and ty, 0., says of Dr. King's New Die- ITOPKINSVILLE - KENTITC14
up, trusers from $5.50 up. Call
have found it a fine remedy for all eovery: "It saved , my life once. At
and see samples
pains and aches. I recommend it for least I. think it did. It seemed to
FREE
Sent
A.
L.
by
d
the
chest.—Sol
pains in
reach the spot—the very seat of my
Johnson & Co.
cough,—when everything else fail- tO houseKeepers
ed.' Dr. King's New Discovery not
only reaches the cough spot; it heals
Sunday Base Bail Illegal.
Men's Fine Tailoring,
the sore spots and the weak spots in
W 7th St
Phone 103-2
throat, lungs and chest. Sold under
11'711"'-ir—frirr-ar-Ori'VVP71"-",11""11
County Judge Polsgrove, of Frank- guarantee at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's
druf
Pharmacy
50e
stores
,decision
a
in county, htss rendered
CooX Boo h
PARKER'S
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
in which he declares that playing
telling hew to prepare deheate
HAIR BALSAM
(1•111••• And besutHlra ti.
*net fteliciona dishes.
r
base ball on Sunday is against the
luxuriant growth
1-,AIN,•Icli
Nct-rr rai:e to Restore Gray
statute laws. The Frankfort base
1:..tr to its Youthful Color.
ucklen's Arnica Salve Address LEIBIG CO.. P. 0. lies 27,
wall) &wawa k hair talang.
sod /WU st Druggids
ball club brought suit against the
New York
The
Best
In
Salve
The
World.
$200
for
company
L. & N. railroad
for failure to bring the Shelbyville
teftm according to contract, but
Judge Polsgrove decided that the
contract could not be enforced. as
playing base ball on Sunday was
against the statute law.

J. Miller Clark

Dr. R. L. Bradley,

12C

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

The Average
Mao

Ed. J. Duncan

hill%

SI

OW%

A Californian's Luck.
"The luckiest day of my life wa;s
when I bought a box of Bucklen's
Arnica Salve;" writes Charles F.
Budahn, of Tracy, California. "Two
25c. boxes cured me of an annoying
case of itching piles, which had
troubled me for years and that
yielded to no other treatment"
Sold under guarantee at Cook &
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy drug
stores.

Piles are easily and quickly checked with Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment. To prove it I will mail a small
trial box as a convincing test. Simi
ply address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
I surely would not send it free unless I was certain that Dr. Shoop's
Magic Ointment would stand the
test. Remember it is made expressly and alone for swollen, painful.
BERLIN, May 2.3.—In view of the
bleeding or itching piles, either exjar
50c.
Large
ternal or internal.
evidence adduced at Olga Molitor's
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Di ug Co. libel suit on account of the connecineorpoiated.
tion of her name with the murder of
her mother, strong pressure is being
In Memoriam.
brought on the department of jusAt a meeting of Ned Merriwether tice to have the case of Carl Hau.
Camp, U. C. V., May 2nd., 1908, Vie Washington, D. C., college profesfollowing resolutions were adopted: sor, now serving a life sentence for
. Whereas, Comrade George S. the killing, reopened immediately.
Lawyers agree that the evidence
Morris has been called from his
earthly labors, as we trust, to a fully warrants it.
It was shown that the prisoner's
happier sphere; now, be it res dye:_
1st. That we, his surviving com- build would have rendered it imposrades, recognizing in our departed sible for Hau to have fired a shot
friend and comrade the sterling from the direction the wound showqualities that went to make up in ed.
him a true and gallant soldier, a
good citizen and loyal and whole Cheerfully Recommended For Rheumatism.
hearted friend, deplore his loss 'o
our organization, whose ranks are
0. G. Higbee Danville, Ill.,writes:
being so rapidly thinned by The "About two years ago I was laid up
Gem Reaper, to his family with for months with rheumatism. I tried
one botwhom we deeply sympathize in Ballard's Snow Liniment,
me.
tle cured
their bereavement, and to the:state.
I can cheerfully recommend it to
2nd. That this be spread upon the all suffering from like affliction.minutes, and a copy be furnished to 25c. 50c.and $100 Sold by L.A.Johnson
his family and sent to the Kentucky & Co.
New Era for publicatjon.
Bad Attack of Dysentery Cured
W. P. Winfree,
.
Adcock,
Committee
J. C.
"An honored citizen of this town
J. P. Braden.
was suffering from Is severe attack
of dysentery. He told a friend if he
Personal
could obtain a bottle of ChamberIf any person suspects that their lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
kidneys are deranged they should Remedy, he felt confident of being
take Foley's Kidney Remedy at cured, he having used this remedy
once and not risk having Bright's in the west. He was told that I kept
disease or diabetes. Delay gives the it in stock and lost no time in obdisease a stronger foothold and you taining it and was promptly cured "
should not delay taking Foley's says M. J. Leach, druggist, of WolKidney Remedy. L. A. Johnson & cott, Vt. For sale by Anderson &
Fowler Drug Co., incorporated.
Co.

CARL HAU MAY GET

•

THE TIME TO BUILD IS
RIGHT NOW.
Why?

Because nearly everything that enters into the construction of a house, except labor, is cheaper than it has been for
three years. This is owing to the panic and the demoralized
trade conditions resulting therefrom. Prices may go back,
however, whep business over the country generally resumes.

Second.-There is less building being done here now than is usual
at this season of the year. We have always pursued the policy of giving employment to all our men when we could do
so without actual loss, in order to bridge over dull seasons.
We believe this is best for us, best for the community and
certainly is a help to the men.

If you contemplate building this year you will
save Money by getting at it without loss of time

1
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MAE WOOD IS RED
Real Estate.

ON CROPS

Use

Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
southern boundary of Christian
SENT SUDDENLY TO JAIL ON county with about 80 acres of fine IS MADE BY COMMISSIONER CF
timber, good residence, store house,
PERJURY CHARGE
AGRICULTURE.
blacksmith shop, about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, farm wagon, dump edit, binder, mower
First Aid to the Injured
wheat drill, hay rake, lisk and
corn
fan,
wile/Lc
harrow,
smooth
Aged New York Senator Gets Out of
FOR
sheller, cider mill and all small The Progress Made In Farm Work In
Intools, needed on a farm, also full set
Scrape.-Woman is to be
During
the
Kentucky
Last
of blacksmith tools, all go with the
dicted.
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
Few Weeks.
The season of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell to consult this column.
AND ALL
We have excellent facilities for
NEW YORK, May 22.- Aae C.
that
report,
crop
May
the
From
Wood's divorce action against Sen- conducting the business and will ad- has been iesued by Commissioner
vertise the property put into our
ator Thonias C. Platt was dismissed hands free of charge, and will fur- of
Agriculture M. C. Rankin it is t
by Justice O'Gormon in the supreme nieh prospective customers convey learned that the wheat crop for this
'court and immediately afterward ance to look at property without year
will be better and much larger
us if you y
justice committed Miss Wood to cost to them, Come to seenothing
,
the
usual. There has been no apthan
if
want to sell, it costs you
the Tombs in default of $5,000 bail you fail,
pearance of the destructive green
on a charge of perjury.
2
land
A good farm of 196 acres of
bug of hessian fly. The report in sub25c, 50c and $1.00 Bottles.
• • Unable to secure bail, Miss Wood miles from Hopkinsville on a turn- stance follows:
spent the night in the city prison. pike road.
Sold and Recommended by
The weather during the month of
Farm has two sets improvements
.•
She will be iedicted by the grand
L. L. ELGIN,
acco barns, fine stable April, has been eleeeadixigly damp
MEM
jury today, and it is altogether like- two good tot
50 acres of timber, good stock water. and rainy but with little sunshine,
ly that the forepart of the week will Will be sold for $5,000.
Farmers have not in years been so
:71,19,111r..
see/ the lainuus litigaut lodged in
A fine farm of 200 acres of land far behind with their work. Little
within three miles of Hopkinsville plowing and practically tie seeding
Siug Sing.
a good turnpike. Has a new coton
was
This startling end to the case
house of five rooms, tobacco has been done.
tage
no less sudden than sensational. barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
Oats that were planted early are
While a favorable'outcome for Sen- outhouses. Will sell 140 or 160 acres growing rapidly, but much land inator Platt had been looked for, it if desired. Very desirable property tended for oats has not been sowed
was not believed that Justice O'Gor- in good neighborhood.
on account of not being plowed. Rye,
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hopmen would render an immediate
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road. barley and wheat looked fine and are
decision. He had-been making up This land is good red clay subsoil, very green. The snow that fell on
Our principal work is the filling of prescriptions.
his mind as the trial progressed,, and lies well and is in good condi- April'29 added greatly to the growth
mile on good
however, and disposed of the case tion, fronts about
When a doctor gives a prescription he places his own
farm for of these cereals.
small
1
No.
a
makes
pike.
of
conclusion
the
Immediately upon
Alfalfa shews a splendid growth
purpose.
any
the brief argument of the counsel.
reputation and the wellfare of his patient in the, hands
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon, and the rain has assisted the routs
With these stinging utterances Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tin- in getting a deep setting. An increasof the druggist.
from the bench{ justice O'Gorman her. This farm is fine land wiih ed acreage all over the state is shown
fenced
well
ts,and
removed the stain of bigamy from good improvemen
in alflfa and many inquiries have
Our responsibility is great.' We realize it and thorin good heart and will be sold at
Senator Platt and consigned the and
this
on
bulletins
for
been
received
a bargain as a whole or divided into
oughly understand our business.
woman to prison.
•
hay, indicating that much interest
several tracts.
•
"I cannot credit the plaintiff's ev1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a is being taken in the introduction of
At all times we are fully capable of knowing the seridence as to the" alleged marriage, good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por- this plant in Kentucky4
and the testimony as it impresses ches, fine new stable, cost *700, new
iousness of our calling.
Corn will be planted late on accabins, cow house and ma3
barn,
wickmost
a
is
this
that
the court is
chine shed, poultry house, smoke count of such a heavy rainfall, but
A good druggist fills every prescription as though it
elsdesign to support a false and fic- house and coal house. Never fail- an increasing acreage will be planttitious claim by forgery and perjury. ing spring and cisterns.
ed. Much attention has been given
were for his own family--las though his own life and health depended on it.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with to the selection of seed corn, as a rewee------e-The court cannot believe from
,In asking you to bring your prescriptions to us we do so with conscienthe evidence that there was ever a good frame house and good tobacco suit of rapid growth of the farmers
barn.
marriage. On the merits of the case
aud the camtious confidence. You will find us worthy.
400 acres desirable farming land institute in the state,
every issue has resulted in the in
is now being
that
education
of
Montgomery county, Tenn., paign
court's impression that the plaintiff heavly timbered, 10 miles from conducted among the farmers. It is
has committed wilful perjury in, Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
pi•edicted that this will be a banner
Farm of 248%acres 6 miles east of year for corn in Kentucky.
this case.
"Being impressed with the plain- Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
All garden and truck patches are
road, well improved with house 13i
tiff's guilt of perjury, the court com- stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and late. More potatoes and tomatoes
mits her to the city prison unless 3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables, will be grown in Kentucky than ever
she furnishes boil in the sum of and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of before, for new canneries, are being
3 or 4 acres, 26 acres of timber, farm
$5,000."
counties
is well matured and land is in good established in many of the
branch
Capt. Lynch of the criminal
throughout the state.
part and under good wire fence.
squad was at hand with the order of 900 acres of land in Christian counScarcely any tobacco will be raised
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
commitment, and almost before the ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350 in the burley district because of the
to
A. A. Martin &c.
acres in cultivation, 550 acres in "No Crop" sentiment which prewords of the justice had ceased
}Equity
Against
hickory
oak,
oak,
white
red
timber,
hand
his
chamber
the
through
echo
vails among the independent growwell
Virginia
is
place
Holt
&c.
The
poplar.
ash
and
had fallen upon the woman's shoul- watered and productive. Has two erg as well as the members or the
By virtue of a judgment and order
der. It was the most lightning like good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to- Society of Equity.
sale of the Christian circuit court,
of
bolt of the law ever witnessed by bacco barns and 5 tenant houses,
In the dark district, an average
rendered at the Feb. term thereand a fine storehouse and a splendid
the court attendants.
crop will be grown and the Growers
This
store.
country
for
location
Miss Wood sat looking into the farm is underlaid with good coal. A associations are securing the large of, 1908, in the above cause, I shall
at
face of Justice O'Gorman like one mine has been operated on it for per cent of the prospective acreage. proceed to offer for sale, the courthouse door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
fascinated. She had not time to year. Will be sold as a whole or
The demand for poul,try and dairy
the
highest and best bidder, at pubdivided.
turn around before Lynch had gentis steadily increasing. The
products
of
lic auction, on Monday, the 1st day
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south
ly policed her under arrest. Then
indications point to a prosperous
pike.
good
on
town
of June, 1908, between the hours
she sank back in her chair stunned.
Farm of 263 acres well improved spring for the tillers of the soil nct- of 11 a. m.,and 1 p. m.,(bejng county
withstanding that there is uneasi2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
court day), upon a credit of six
For Sale.
ness displayed in some of the coun137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
months the following described
77% acres 12 miles from Hopkins- ties of the tobacco districts the property, to-wit:
Two sections of land in the Pan- ville on Masons Mill road.
peace and prosperity of Kentucky
A tract of land, In the northwesthandle cheap. Located one and one
366% acres on Palmyra road near and the best of neighborly feeling
part of Christian county, Kenern
half miles of Hedley or old Rowe, Garrettsburg, Ky.
prevails. Many of the reports dir236 acres good red clay land, well culated are without foundation, and tucky, about ten miles from Hop_Willey county, Texas. One section
plenty of good timber and
kinsville, on the waters of Brushy
has 300 acres in cultivation, good, improved,
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem- in some cases the facts are not given Fork of Trade-water; beginning at
new two story house well built, barn broke, Ky.
out, but on the whole conditions are
stake, corner to Mrs. Mullin's land;
for 15 horses, well, windmill, tank,
N.
L.
&
encouraging.
140 acres 6 miles north on
thence, wiih her line 73i poles to
,
etc. Good water. Will sell sepa- R. R.
corner of W. C. Holt; thence with
246 acres good improvements, 7
rate or together. Other sections unHolt's line 26poles to a post oak,said
imkoved, Why stay on high priced miles west of. Hopkinsville, Price
$1500.
Holt's corner; thence with. another
Land in an unhealthy country when
out
on
Johnsons
13
miles
116
acres
of his lines,34 poles to stump, anothyou can produce as much ,or more Mill mad. Price $750.
Year
In the Presidential Campaign
er of his corners; thence again with
where land is cheay. This land will
48 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
and
Thorough
Alert,'More
More
Holt, 53 poles to a hickory, his corto Yi of a bale of on pike.
troduee from
,
in
Read
Ever.
Than
Fearless
More
ner; thence again with Holt, 22
elVton per acre or forty to fifty bush102 acres 2 miles from town.
Every English-Speaking Country.
poles to branch; thence with anothels of corn. Terms:
107 acres 2hi miles S. W.of Crofof hie lines, down the branch
er
cash and balance on loan time ton. Ky.. ofl Trade Water, good irrStated
the
United
A president of
with its meanders to T. W. Holt's
with 6 per cent interest For partic- oroverneets,
325 acres 3 miles south of Hop- will be elected this year. Who is he corner, where the old Crofton road
ulars write, Dr. C. P. Brokaw, owne
on pike.
kinsville
and who is the man whom he will crosses the branch, thence with T.
w4t
er, Dalhart, Texas.
town.
6
of
miles
north
253'acres
beat? 'Nobody yet knows, but i he W. Holt's line, and said road, 70
We invite home seekers from Ken630 acres 2 miles from Fairview, Thrice-a-Week edition of the New ( poles to a stake at the present Croftucky to come to St. Francois coun- Ky., one of the finest tracts of land York.World will tell you every step , ton road; thence with said road and
ty Missouri and look at our farm in Kentucky.
and every detail of:what promises to: T. W. Holt's line, 36 poles, near
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkins- belt campaign of the most absorbing I
properties. This county is the home
said Holt's stable; thence with his
,
ville.
Interest. It may not tell you what
of the Mo. mule, the largest lead
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop- you hope, but it will tell you what is. : line, 88 poles to a hickory, John
mines in the world, low taxes, 50 kinsville, Ky., well improved.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago Walker's line; thence with Walktr
Riles South of St. Louis, good mara character for impart- 60 poles to an elm, corner to Josiah
established
from
mile
Gracey, Ky.
100 acres 1
fearlessness in the, Haley; thence with his line to a
and
iality
ket productive land prices reason180 acres fine land, well improved.
of
news, and this it will
publication
, able. Come and see us, or write for 4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
to lire
.
maintain.. If you want the news as , branch; thence u p the branch
pri3e list.
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on it really is, subscribe to the Thrice- of said Haley's 66 acre trace: thence
Kirkmansville road, good improve- a-Week edition of the New York with said line to two red oaks;
fitse W. A. KENNEDY Real Estate
Farmington, Mo. ments. Price $700.
world, which comes to you every thence with another line of said
esr wtf
385 acres 5 miles from city on the other day except Sunday, and I's
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre. practically a daily at the price of a tract, 90 poles; thence with line of
Estray Notice.
1 the heirs of L. W. D. Hamby, and
About 239 acres on Clarksville weekly.
— The Thrice-a-Week World's regu- Mrs. Mullin, to the beginning; supfrom
e,
milcs
4
Hopkinsvill
pike
Taken up as a stray by G. W. well improved, fine 'arid, $65 per lar subscription price is only $1.00
posed to contain 245 acres.
Orrange at his farm on the Dawson acre.
pe: year, and this pays for 166 paFor the purchase price the phi.miles from
We offer this unequalled
and Macedonia road 4
276 acres fine land on Clarksville pers.
must execute bond with apchase
newspaper and the Kentucky New
Macedonia postoffice one chestnut pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
proved surety or sureties, bearing
NoodniMilir
••••IMINIIIIIIINEN•1110
sorrel mare supposed to be 8 or 9 87% acres 3 miles south of Hop- Era together for one year for $1.65.
sale
of
day
the
frum
interest
legal
in
acres
3
timber.
about
kinsville,
all
forehead,
in
blaze
years old with
Those desiring life insurance will until paid and having the force and
145 acres 1;-i miles south of Hop- find it to their interest to investigate
four fdet white to her knees except
effect of a Replevin Bond,. Bidders
the left fore foot whict is white to kinsville, Ky.
the plans and record of the Mutual .will be prepared to cm ply promptly
125 acres on Princeton road, 12 Benefit Life Insurance company of with these terms.
the ankle joint with brand on right
from Hopkinsville, Ky., 25 Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
miles
shoulder with "A A" and a figure
DOUGLAS BELL,
timber, well improved and All profits divided among policy
in
acres
Commissioner
Master
$75.00.
me
at
by
Appraised
three.
have anything'yOu -want in this line. Be sure
bottom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres holders. It is conspicuous for eccnow3t
This April 22, 1908.
about 1 'mile from above tract, 10 mical management, liberality of it:,
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
JOHN W. ROGERS, J. P. C. C. acres cleaied balance in timber. policy contract, fair dealings with
- ---7-eie. .
,everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
its members and large an nual diei
.w3t Price $16 per acre.
cost of your insur
reduce
to
dends
top prices either in seed or money.
Good 3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
ance.
Coal,
am
i Wheat Thresh
repair, with all necessary
H. D. WALLACE, Agt
Wheat Thresher Coal, In good
ly
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
ela
l• •
9. per bushel. West..
9c per bushel.
$700. This is a bargain.
Gursia
Dyspep
Cadoi
(Incorporated)
Wholesale sod Re
Buckner Et
,
, WINFREE & KNIGHT.
•
Buckner Et West.

Paracamph

Aches and Pains
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded.

Where the Responsibility Belongs

L. L. ELGIN, Druggist

COMMISSIONER'S SAL.

Chamberlain's

Colic,Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years und know its value.

THRICE-A-WEEK WORLD

It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.

It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.

it has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?

/

BUY IT NOW

Ii

paid See

We

Monarch Grain

410161-

Co.,

•

,I
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Kenai New Eta. IMPORTANT MEETING MEETS IT
—
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
WSW ERA BLD'Or, 16 WEST 7TH, ST.

FAIRVIEW

—PUBLISHED B

r. C. Underwood, -

- - Editor

HELD

HERE

BY OFFICIALS OF

THE ASSOCIATION

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
SUNDAY SCHOOLS

$1.00 A YEAR.

THE

HOP1INSV1LLE, kY.,

MAY 23, 1908.

L. L. ELGIN, tity.
Dear Sir—When I bought the Bourbon Poultry Cure of you a few weeks ago we
had a hen sick with cholera. She was cured with only a few doses. We have about
100 young chickens and only one case of gapes shire beginning the use,of the remedy and that one has gotten well. Have been raising chickens for nearly 50 years
and Bourbon Poultry Cure is the most satisfactory remedy I have ever used-1 for
chicken cholera and gapes. I am recommending it to my peighbors.
Very Respectfully,
(Signed) MRS. W. W.-RALSTON,

Received at the Postoffice in IL,rProgram of Much Interest To The
Matter of SystematizingeThe Business
Muir/tile as Second-Class Matter.
•
Is Arranged For
Public
Throughout The District
The Occasion.
Subscription Rates.
Is Taken Up.
Daily per year
Hopkinsville, Ky.
1.26
" three months
.10
week
per
.1.00
In Consideration of the purchase from you or"One GalfEn" of Bourbon Hog Cholers Remedy be
Weeitiy per year
The annual convention of the
.60
per six months
party whose name is signed to the statement on the opposite side of this sheet,theBourbon Remthe
Salesmen and other officials of the Christian county Sunday School asedy
Company, of Lexington, Ky., hereby authorize you, as their agent, to sign the following
Planters Protective association from sociation will be held at the PresbyFRIDAY, MAY 29 1908
all over the dark tobacco district terian church in Fairview on Friday
"GUARANTEE BOND"
met here last night for the purpose June 6.
and upon return of this contract, accompanied by a written statement, signed by the purchaser, that
of discussing ways and [means of
the medicine has been used as directed A n d has failed to fulfill the claims made for it, you are to reA list of the county ()Mew; folAdvertising.Bates.
turn to him the full amount of the purchase price.
better systematizing the 'business of lows:
Transient advertising must be-paid the organization. The meeting was
President, Prof. C. E. Dudley,
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY
for in advance.
held in this city on account its ac- Pembroke; vice president, Geo.
is absolutely the best system regulator for swine ever made, it is an alterative, tonic and conditioner.
Charges for yearly advertisements cessibility to all sections of the dis- Long, Hopkinsville; secretary and
prepared especially for hogs. It has wonderful antidotal and purifying properties which prevent, arwtil be collected quartetly..
trict. Many of the committeemen treasurer, Mrs. G. D. McCcimb,
rest and cure cholera and other infectious diseases of Swine by killing the organisms which produce
withAll advertisements inserted
arrive until late in the after- Pembroke; supt. home department,
not
did
.Being in liquid form it acts immediately upon the sick animal, destroying the disease germs,
them.
out specified time will be charged noon or at night. Some of them left
the blood and cleansing the system of all effete matter. When given to unthrifty animals
purifying
Hopkinsville;
Mrs. J.R. +rmistead,
for until ordered out.
digeetton,
stimulates the appetite and induces new force, health and vigor, causing them to
it
aids
while
midnight
at
N
over the L &
supt. teachers training, Rev. W. E.
take On extra flesh from the same amount of feed. To use this remedy as directed for a preventive
Announcements for Marriages and
until this morning.
Mitchel, Pembroke; supt. house to
against disease costs only FIVE CENTS PER MONTH FOR EACH HOG.
Deaths, not exeding five lines, and others waited
were:
meeting
the
at
present
Those
gratis.
published
house visitation, W. F. Randle,
notices of preaching
Manager Felix G. Ewing, Hopkinsville; primary worker, Miss
BOND OF INDEMNITY
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o General
B
Joel
Scales,
D.
supt.
John
Auditor
notices
party
similar
holding this contract is guaranteed to kill more germs, prevent
the
Hopkinsville;
to
sold
other
medicine
McDaniel,
The
Katie
Respect, and
more
cure
expel
more hog cholera, swine plague and other infectious diseases,
disease,
W.
line.
more
manager,
worms
per
general
cents
Jenassistant
A.
Fort,
eve
adult Bible study, Rev. M.
in
give
them.a greater feeding capacity and a stronger cotstitution
conditioy,
hogs
keep
better
to
and
E. Frazier, Chairman'-E. E. Wash, kens, Hopkinsville.
of any other remedy, serum, treatment, stock food or medicine ever made.
amount
lthe
a
than
of Trigg county, W. W. Radford, of
The following program has been
Court Directory.
In any and every case of hog cholera, if proper care is taken of the animals under treatment and
of
Miller,
Alva
county,
Christian
the remedy is used as directed. it is guaranteed to arrest the disease and cure from 76 per cent. to 100
arranged for the occasion:
per cent. of the animals treated, owing to the violence of the outbreak and the condition of the aniCIRCUIT CouRT—First Monday in Marshall county, and the following
9:30 Song
mals when treatment is begun. Should it fail to do this the price will be refunded by the dealer
;Februin
June and fourth Monday.
salesmen, Couts & Moore, of SpringScripture reading--Parable of the
signature is attached to this guarantee.
whose
September.
ary and
field, Tenn; McMurray Sr Killibrew, Talents, Matt. 26:14-30—Elder J. N.
MonCOURT—Second
QUARTERLY
Signed
Date Sold
of Clarksville; West Humphreys, of Darnell.
Agent
days in January, April, July and
Mayfield; A. N. Veal, of Paducah ; Song
Amount received
October.
Town
Hood, of Murray; g. F.Miller, Prayer—Rev, W. C. Brandon.
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in C. A.
State
9:45 Reading minutes.
of Cadiz; S. G. Buckner, of HopApril and October.
is
to
the
guarantee
subject
above
on
conditions
the
The
other
side
of
this
Are
Here—Prof.
We
order
Why
sheet.
COUNTY CouRT—First Monday in ainsville ; John G. Orr, of Princeton; E.10:00
Dudley.
every month.
E. W. Gunn, of Russellville; C. F.
10:15 Five minute written. reports
Jarrett, formerly salesman at this
superintendents.
MAJ. ALBRECHT GOES HOME. place and W. B. Blakemore, of —County
I. Elementary and intermetliat-!
—G. H. Stowe, J. S. Pate, J. W. awarded as follows: Sadie Lucile
also present.
Maj. George W. Albrecht returqs Martin, Tenn.,were
grades—Miss Katie McDaniel.
Redd, Ozie B. Denton, Roscoe Pool,
Hammack.
It had been reported that the meetJenA.
the
M.
with
grades—Rev.
Middlesboro
Adult
2.
in
home
4.
Why
is
it
more
his
blessed to give Wallace Lacy, Lula Boyd, Eura
to
ing was to be held for the purpose of
kens.
than to receive?—R. C Gary, S. J Cranor, Maytie Barker, Lucile
esteem and good wishes of the law- reducing prices, but this was denied
•
department
home
and
Visitation
3.
Lowry, Rev. M. A. Jeukens.
•
Goodwin, Thomas 0. Wood and
abiding people of this region. His by Mr. Ewing this morning. Mr.
F. Randle and Mrs. J. R.
—W.
Katherine Major.
SUNDAY SCHOOL.
service has been of an admirable Ewing stated that the purpose of the Armistead.
The highest average, 90.4 was atASSOCIATION OFFICIAL ISSUES 1. how may our Sunday school tained
character. He has brought order meeting was to get the various sales4. Organization
by Miss Jean McKee, of this
literature be used as a he:p and not
together and discuss methods
men
the
to
training—
terror
teacher
WARNING.
struck
A
Education,
and
6.
out of chaos
a hihdrance?-4-W. F. Duval, Isaac city.
of selling and to adopt some uniform Rev W. E. Mitchell.
Albrecht
The examination was conducted
Maj.
lawless.
hearts of the
Garrott.
plan for the conduct of the business.
••••• •••••••
reports
these
ore
Conference
10:46
by
the county school boar.1 corn2. How may the attendance at
did more than protect the people in
Mr. Ewing stated further that re- led by Prof. E. A. Fox.
Sunday school be'increased?—k..rn- posed of County Superintendent W.
their rights and liberties. He has ports from all over the dark tobacco
11:20 What is That in Thine Hand? Atte-opt to Array Country Against est
E. Gray, Pfeil. C. E. Dudlesy;
teger, J. C. Gary.
actively and zealously aided the civ- district showed that the associattion —Elder H. D. Smith.
Pembroke, and Mrs. Myrtle Myers,
3. Sermon—A. J. Smith.
Town and Dictate to Merchants'
in a very flourishing condron.
11:40 Announcements.
of Crofton.
il authorities in rounding up ttie was
.
All are invited to attend and take
Sales were being made rapidly at all
Condemmed.
commitees.
of
Appointment
to
them
bringing
Night Riders and
part in the discussions.
markets and no difficulty was being
intermission.
Noon
12:00
the bar of justice.
J. F. DIXON,Pres.
experienced in securing the prices
1:16 Song and prayer.
that
theory
W. F. DUVAL,
Albrecht's
It is Maj.
which had been placed upon the to1:30 The organized &chill Bible
year
this
Sales
•
graders.
•
the way permanently to restore bacco iby the
CLAliKSVILLE, Tenn., May 27.
NEW YORK, May 25.—Supreme
are away ahead of those of lilst year class movement—Rev. E. W.°oakE. P. Martin, a director of the Dark t
peace and order is not merely to and all indications point to a bright ley, T. A: Miller.
ci-raIFICATES
:
71 Justice Morschatiser decided this
1:60 Secretary and treasurer's re- Tobacco Growers' association and
guard towns from raids, but to put future.
morning at poughkeepsie, that HarMr. Ewing shows the effect of the port.
county
Stewart
the
of
chairman
ry
K. Thaw is insane.
"pen,"
The
raiders behind the bars.
The examination of applicants for
long illness through which he has
issued
has
Sunday
association
World-Wide
the
The
of
2:00
hranch
much flesh and
teachers certificates in the Christian The justice handed down his debe believes, is mightier than the gone. He has lost
his complexion is much paler than School Movement—Prof E. A. Fox. a letter to the press of the Black county sch,.ols resulted as
follows: cision ha the habeas corpus proceeil2:26 Offering
sword. Silent as a Sphinx as to his It was before his health gave way.
Patel, in which he speaks of the
lugs brought by Thaw through
2:46 Report of committees
•••••••
FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES.
ul success of the association
movements, manly and dignified in
counsel to secure his release from
3:00 The newly elected officers in- wonder,
and of.the necessity for the members Jean McKee, itnnie S. Hord, the asylum.
stalled
his bearing, courteous and levelSerLoving
3:15 The Joy of Loyal,
to adhere strictly to their first prin- Ethel Brown, Lillian Brasher, Cae- Justice Morschauser not only deheaded, he inspired the whole westvice- Rev. J. H. Mobre.
ciples in order that their success sie Dillman. Susie Goode, Mabel cided that Thaw is crazy but that be
3:26 I am Besolved—Audience
ern end of the state with confidence
Hille and Messrs. J. E. Brown, W. would be a
may be continued.
menace ff given his lib4:00 Adjournment.
In the purposes and plans of the aut4-en
action
H. Cornelius and Thomas E. Merle. erty and
In legard to certain
ruled
that he must continrecently by unknown perions ii•
thorities. He is small in statue, but Eminent Physician Says This Great
SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATES.
ue
as
an
in the Matteawan
inmate
Liquid Prescription is Certain
which merchants are warn d not to
every inch is a foot of soldier. The
'here were six second-class cer- state hospital for the insane.
Cure for Eczema.
trade at Clarksville or Hcpkinsville tificates awarded, as follows: Mrs. The proceedings brought by Evesoldiers‘ under him have deported
he says,"I want to Say to you in th Minnie B. Renshaw, Martha Smith, lyn Nesbit Thaw to secure an anthemselves in a manner that has
Still another Eczema speciali‘rt
public way that your worst and Ellen R. Davison, Lillian Stamper, nulment of her marriage to Thaw on
has
Era
New
the
time
long
a
regard.
For
universal
praise
in
enthusiastic
them
forward
comes
for
won
most effective enemy is now,and has Ruby Lackey and Marian R. the ground that he was insane at
tor something width
Their behavior has been' above re- of D. D. D. Prescription, the won- been looking
b.-!en from the beginning of t he or- Bowles.
the time of their marriage will come
offered especially to the
be
could
cures
which
remedy
external
derful
ganization, members of the associaproach. They have been given plenup before Referee Deyo in New
THIRD CLASS CERTIFICATES.
Eczema and other similar diseases ladies as a premium for securing tion whe r&ver loose an opportunity
dishave
they
and
work
ty of hard
Ten third-class certificates were York Tuesday.
like magic. He is Dr. C. B. Holmes subscribers to tbe paper, or for their to use the •Ossociation for selfish purand'
faithfully
believe
duties
---_we
now
d
their
• ilmomi1• animme
charged
- •••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •
of Silver City, Miss., in summing up own subscription,an
pose, and now that we have accompwe home foundjust what was want- lished so much, not by ourselves
efficiently.
• his imnressione of the startling cures
On another page of this issue
ed.
Col. Henry, who, succeeds tc the D. D. D. has effected, he says:
alone, but with.wholesale merchants
full particulars of the
found
be
will
D.
D.
D.
your
using
been
have
"I
of Nashville, Louisville, Paducah
command of all the troops on active
with gratifying re- offer of "Sanito'cooking ware and And Evansville. and the retail meryears
four
for
service in western Kentucky,/ will sults, 'Tis as near a specific for also complete description of the
chant throughout the Black Patch,
doubtless find the situation in ship- Herpes. Eczema. Pseriasis, etc., as ware and its uses.
without whose aid we never could
No kitchetqn these 4sys is comshape, and he is particularly fprtu, is quinine for malaria."
have succeed against so great a corearthenware
of
withoii0i4iset
plete
of
hundreds
of
cne
is
Holmes
than
a
Dr.
competent
poration; and now that the fight is
nate in having so
they
will
only
Not
vessels.
cooking
their
In
D.
D.
D.
use
who
won it seems that we have gotten in
as Capt. Chapman as his adjutant. physicians
The D. D. D. com- cook food. withouebnruing and ad- habit of fightingland finding nothing
practice.
daily
Col. Henry's being a home man and pany allows physicians to use this hering to the vessel but no odor reelse in sight; we turn on our friends
the senior colonel of the Kentucky remedy . with the understanding mains, no meter what is cooked in just in order to show our weight.
militia makes our interest all the that they tell their patients what it them. You can boil cabbage, onions We must discourage unjust discrimor anything else and by simply
ination if we hope to keep up,the orkeener in his achievements.. His was that cured them when the terwashing out the vessel it is ready at
the
out,
wiped
beep
has
itch
rible,
ganization. Itswe encourage boycotresponsibilities are ehry large and
and the raw wound once for any thing else, no matter ting we will array county against
healed
skin
worthy of the finest mettle. The op- covered over with soft white skin. how dainty it may be. The New Era
county, town against town, state
portunity is perhaps the most im- D.'D. D. is not a nasty paste to offers a set of five veisels, enough
against state, community against
portant in his long career in the smear the skin and clothing, but it for any ordinary family, upon terms community, and the final result will
The stock is complete now with first class
state guard service. Every law lov- is clear liquid. It is advisable to which any one can accept. You do be a separation of states, a sepmerchandise
ing citizen, not only here but all use D. D. D. soap in connection with not have to solicit among your aration of counties, all separately
friends, but if you are not now takover Kentucky, will applaud his D. D. D. Prescription.
acting and running independently;
Is any further proof of the curative ing the New Era. subseribe and the one against the other, which would
every step for law and order and
earnestly hope that results in this powers of D. D. D. Prescription vessels will, be given to you be ruinous to the whole country.
necessary? That remedy Is sold by with a slight extra cost for packing Gentlerpen, if you are a friend to the
direction may be swift and sure.
L. L. Elgin, Hopkinsville, Ky. and express charges. If you are al- farmer, go and tack up another
Come in and let us show you con- ready taking the paper renew for notice on your merchant's door and
Millinery, Notions, Groceries, Tin Ware, etc. etc.
vincing proof that D. D. D. will one yearin advance and the ves- tell him to buy his goods in the
We are selling the goods to sell agafn. Refore you buy your
cure your skin disease. Even if you sels wia :be given to you• under the market that will enable him to take
conditions.
same
goods elsewhere make your headquarters at our store first. We
have not decided to use D. D. D.
care and protect his customers."
The body of Pearl McReynolds, a
adverthe
big
read
to
fail
Don't
will sure save you some money. Money saved is money made. My
remedy, come in and explain your
colored woman, who died several
this
of
page
another
on
tisement
w3t
main office is The New York Store, No. 12. Main St., and Branch
case anyway.
Circle Meeting.
days ago, and had been buried on
issue.
Store, No. 12, Sixth St., Hopkinsville, Ky., and the General Store,
the farm of C. S. Bradshaw near
•-•-01
Crofton, Ky. As I thought, this stock of merchandise from D.
Lost Money.
Pembroke, was dug up Monday and
The 110th missionary meeting of
Bourlan J's estate at 35c on the $1. I was lucky, also the house for
a postmortem examination made by
Miss Bena Hill. the popular trim- the third circle will be held at
60c or the dollar more luck, and we can afford to let our friends get
Drs. Horned and Duncan and Coroand Rev. H. E. Olivet, May 30-4, 1908, and the proWilson's,
at
mer
a portion of this luck. We thank you for past favors.
James Fruit, one of the twin sons
ner Allensworth on account.tof the
pastor of the Cadiz Baptist gram follows:
Gabby,
Capt. Sam Fruit, died
rumor having been spread Oat the of the late
church, suffered,financial losses by
1. Why the unrest in the pulpit
so Saturday at his borne near Fruit
woman had been. choked
- -and
the
two
failureeqf
banks
the recent
and pew?—J. F. Garnett.
of a bowel trouble which causet
Hill
her
caused
it
that
inpred
badly
at Owensboro. Miss Hill's loss
2. What relation our country
The
rather
unexpectedly.
death
his
physicians
the
of
report
death. The
amounts to almost,4 thousand dol- churches sustain to gut city
decreased was forty-one yes pf age.
wad• that there were no evidencesWe did Dot get the amount churches, and why should they be
was unmarried. and never joined lars.
He
due
was
death
that
and
play
Gabby.
of foul
encouraged?—Dr. J. D. Clardy and
he . was a Univer- lost by Rev.
gh
.
thou
ciwcti
a
soossiwk
mesoissiox.:4Anee
Te•AffisttiViri
Rev. Gabby was formorly pastor A. J. Smith.
Nei%
salist in belfbt:
body;
the
since
time
of
length
the
the Walnut street tiaptist Which
S. A dtgest .)bi Dr. WainghaaVg
Monday at the family burying of
consi4erdecayed
had
it
buried,
was
at Owensboro.--Kadis Record.
trip among our foreign missionaries.
ground.
111'01

L. L. ELGIN, Druggist,

1

AGAINST A BOYCOTT

1

HARRY THAW CRAZY

}

DOCTOR USES D. 0. 0 IN HIS
PRACTICE.

"SANITO"

-

ood

-

Luck Store

Crofton, Ky.

Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes, Gents
and Ladies Furnishing Goods,

IIELD POSTMORTEM

JAMES FRUIT DIES

H. BOHN, Prop'r
The Fariiier's Fripnd

:•• •
' -1
•/
•
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Ten Sensational Events Here Friday and Saturday
•

• BUSY STORE •

Women's - Summer Wearing Apparel

d
Floor

The Correct Modes at Frankel's Well Known Moderate Prices

Ready-to-Wear

Muslin Underwear

is Ready-toWhatever Dame Fashion has set her seal of approval upon
leaves little to•deWear Wash Garments. As shown hererin a variety that
only that
garments
our
sire. In following out our,usual custom, we select
details as
can be relied upon for all around satisfaction, in such important
ask for these
style, tit, finish and workmanship, and the little prices we
prestige in
our
firmly
modish, well-made garments, establish more
EXTRA VALUE GIVING.

inspect our stock of Undermuslins—it will take only a few minutes
of your time to determine how cheap we are selling well-made, fullwidth Undermuslins. Some few examples we mention below: •

7

ofn in
e Gown,
ek;madeGow
i rr,-orvoeurns
iylo
tyylo
fine
and embroidery
trimmed; beading and embroidery
at neck and sleeves.
many
newesteffeasad
the
designs; made of fine nainsook, muslin or cambric and beautifully trimmed with embroidez y and
lace.
$1.
For soft cambric muslin or nainsook gowns;
richly trimmed with
Val lace or dainty hand embroidery.

of guarWe are showing them in an array of smart coat styles; made
light
white,
in
anteed fast color and non-shrinkable linens and repps,
bra
East—'Ze
the
in
craze
latest
blue, pink,tan arid delph blue. Also the
wn
white,bro
and
black
Colors,
Suit,
in.Coat
32
Stripes"—in Butterfly and
and white and blue and white. Priced at

I9

$3.75, $4.50, $5.00 and $6,00.
EXTRA ORDINARY VALUES IN HANDSOME
TAILORED,LINGEREE and NET LACE WAISTS.

•

•

Our Wash Skirts are made with all the care as to fit and hang that
would be devoted to fine wool skirts. The material from which they are
out.
made are thoroughly shrunk, which means that the skirts will come
colors,
and
white
in
Shown
in.
went
they
as
site
same
the
of the washing
at popular prices, ranging from

BARGAINS!

15 pieces dark Percales 36 inches wide, suitable
for wrappers and house dresses,
Worth 12 1-2c
=Special price
,
'k

9c

METHODISTS HAPPY DAVIS ANNIVERSARY
.,

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
WILL BE OBSERVED ALL OVER
The board of stewards of the Meth • THE SOUTH LAND
e' odist church last night without a dis• silmiting vote, decided to accept the
An appropriate observance of the
offer of Mr John C. Latham, of a one-hundredth anniversary of the
the tor a new church on the corner birth of Jefferson Davis will tak.ot Ninth and CamRbell streets. In Place June 3, in Hopkinsville, oader
considering the question of wheth- the auspices of the Christian county
er or not it would be wise to accept chapter of the United Daughters ot
•
'-' this locAtion for new and more COM - the Confederacy.
IhOd ions church ouilding, the board
The following program has been
at stewa'4Is took up every phase arranged for the occasion:
of the matter and after a discussion
Invocation—Dr. W. L. Nourse.
st hich last•A for nearly two hours
Song, "Maryland"—Children of
decided that e center of member- public schools.
ship would be more nearly reached
Address -Rev. C. H. H. Branch.
at that point thin any other availSong, "Dixie"—Children of putie,‘:
able place in the town? .Last yeas lic schools.
lien the.church Was considering
Song, "Auld Lang Syne"—Audiquestion of building,a committee ence.
appointed to Investigate the
Benediction—Rev. G. C. Abbitt.
W.ilable sites and repot, and it was
The public schools will give a half I
fate concensus of opinion then that holiday and not only veterans and
a lot at that point was more desir- their families are _expected, but all
Ible than any other place.
persons who have any sympathies
and memories touching the years
John
131 to '85 are invited to join the
Mr.
of
The building site which_
err
C. Latham will give to 'the Metho- basket dinner to be given at Moayt.
dist* for their dew churtih will be a on's hall.
corner lot, on Ninth and Campbell
"Walking Mun" Wilson, of Hopiitreet,90x160 feet. This will be ample
kins county has a plan on foot to
to accommodate any church the
a workingman's hotel in Louisstart
denomination may see fit to erect and
ville. He hopes to interest philanleave margin on all sides. Rev. G.H.
thropists and to secure the support
Moans states that no proposition to of commercial organizations. Mun
purchase the site was made to Mr. on
Saturday lost his damage suit for
Latham. He called on the philan- $2,000 against the I. C. alleging asthropicNew Yorker and asked him if
sault and false arrest. He was accus%
he would donate a site. Mr Latbarn ed by fellow passenger named Steele
readily assented. A committee from on a train with taking his pocket
'the church called on Mr. Latham book containing $127. The road
today and presented a resolution exptoved that the arrest resulted from
'missing the thanks and appreciales mistake :and that its cmStee'.
tion of the Methodist people • for his
pkiyes had nothing to do with it.
•• •
munificent gift.
J. M. Binns, the well known Trigg
miller, has gone to Canada
county
Wheat Thresher Coal
to tnake hit home, and wilt locate
9c per bushel.
near Winnipeg. His famny will
West.
78k
sr
.
'Buckn
iolp:111,11)-iSt sh,,410411 timk.„

tucked umbrella flounce.
For excellent quality cambric
u Drawers ma(le with deep
flounce of hemstitched tucks.
,„ For Drawers made of superior
ti quality cambric. tastefully
trimmed with embroidery.

49

••

Tull-Length Skirts

P e have a splereid selection-of
these suits in the two and threepiece styles, in drawer,. skirt and
corset cover combinations, handsomely trimmed with fine laces and
embroideries, in handmade effects.
-

of good nmslin, volt
umbrella flounce; a
good value at this priee.
tlsit.y muslin
r brflinee
i tt.ir)
iw
cambric
deep tucked lawn flounce,, • filiklied
with deep embroidery ruffieg, many
styles at this price.

98c

1000 yards Good quality Apron Check Ging- ri
hams, worth 6 1-2c
C
Per yatd

$1.00 Up to $5.00. _

50

„ For good muslin Drawers
8
ti with full ruile and deep hemstitched hem.
24.c For
Drawers made of fine
quality muslin with extra full

Combination Suits
„ For Skirt
From $1.2§ to $3.00 49ti with full

Made possible by buying for ready cash. See them, you will
appreciate them. Priced at

10 pieces 44 to 54 in. Fancy Wool Dress
Goods, suitable for separate skirts and
coat suits, values up to $1.50

Women's Drawers.

nainsook
G
8CFor stylesofGowns
29

Tailored Wash Suits'

39c, 69c, 98c, $1.25, $1.98, $2.98.
Separate Wash Skirts.

Women's Gowns

•

BARGAINS!

Colored Linen Suitings, 30 and 36 in.
,
- wide, 50c value
4
Per yard

3,,

0C

5

1800 yards good quality heavy unbleached yard
wide Domestic, worth 6 1-2c a - yard.
Special price
per yard

25 pieces colored Figured Lawn and I1
Tissues, 20c values
Per yard

2c

25 pieces Dress Ginghams, A. F. C. and Toile du
0
Nord, best quality fast colors, 12 1-2c
and 15c values,
Per yard

7/ii•

Your Chance!

*IV 7Y

WIVAVV•04.1...*.i.e.i.

•

$1.75!

Here is one of the Greatest Treats we have
offered this season

For Friday, and Saturday.

•

Sixty pairs odds and ends of this.seasons Womens Oxfords and Pumps, not all sizes and widths,
of each in
but possibly your size is in the lot. Look it over; some A, B, C and D withs and some sizes
the lot. Regular prices $3.50 and $4.00.

Take Your Choke at $1.75 a Pair.
on C last; 21-2
Nine pair Patent Calf, welt, 3 button Oxfords, sizes 3, 31-2 and 4 on B last; 2, 1-2 and 3
and 6 1-2 on D last. Regular price $3.50.
D fast.
Four pair all Patent Kid Blucher Oxfords, welt, sizes 3 on B last; 2 1-2 on C last; 2 and 1 on
Regular price $4.00.
•
)0.
4 1-2 on C last. Regular price $3.f.
sizes
,
Oxfords
Welt
Blucher
Metal
Two pair Gun
on A last; 2, 2•1-2, 3 1-2, 41-2,5and
Twenty-two pair Patent Kid Turned Mat. TOp Oxfords, sizes 4 and 5
5 1-2 on B last; 2, 21-2, 3 and 4 on C last; 2 1-2 and 6,1-2 on D last. Regular price $4.00.
and 5 on A last; 3, 3 1-2
4,
Twenty-three pair all Patent Kid Turd Blucher Oxfords, plain toe, sizes 41-2
and 4 on B last; 2, 3 1-2 and 6 on C last; 21-2 and 5=on D last. Regular price $3.50.
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TO RECOVER TWICE CURED Of 'BACK FROM MEETING
SKIN TROUBLES

What to do .. SEEKS
Dyspepsia

Dieting has become a great fad in
America, and just as, years ago, we, as LOSSES
THE
IN
SUSTAINED
a nation, over-ate, so now we are under.
NIGHT.IRIDER FIRE.
eating. The one is as bad as the other.
Man needs food and plenty of it to sustain life and to give strength to compete
in this busy world.
It is not, however, the fact that you
WIay eat too much that hurts you, but
Suit Has Been Filed By R. M. WOOldthat you don't digest what you eat.
And if that results in dyspepsia you will not
ridge Against Two Insurance.
Cure the trouble by cutting down your food supply. If your digestive organs were creating the
Companies.
proper amount of gastric and peptic juices you
would have no dyspepsia. To cure the disease
you must create an abundance of these neceasar,
Juices.
This can only be done by a reliable tonic taxa%
Sive, and, as its name indicates. Dr. Caldwell'S
Syrup Pepsin contains the very ingredients
needed to do this. Take it regularly for awhile
Suit was flied Thursday afternoon
according to the explicit directions on each botIle and you will soon be cured of dyspepsia and by R. M.Wooldridge for the purpose
any of the accompanying symptoms such as
heartburn,sour stomach. bloated stomach.hivea, of forcing the Georgia Home and the
pimples, sallow complexion. wind on the atominsurance
very bottle carries with it an assos Hamburg-Bremenf :fire
ash. ett.
lute
tee to do what we claim. It is it fl0- companies to pay the losses sustaintie, pleasant, effective laxative and you wW like
its taste and be pleased with Reaction.
ed on the tobacco which was stored
One of the great friends of this remedy is
Harry /P.,Keator. a lieutenant in one of the Chi- 1111 the warehouse operated by the
sago comPanies that fought at the battle of plaintiff when that building was deSantiago. While in the wet trenches, and eatlis/ the rough food of a soldier. he contracted stroyed by fire on the morning of
severe dytipepsia and lost weight rapidly. A
the
friend in the regiment called his attention to December 7 1907 as a result of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which he promptly
raid upon this city.
began to Use. It not only cured his dyspepsia Night Rider
but increased his weight 41 pounds,
:n the petition it is stated that the
Your druggist will sell you a bottle at 50 cents
or SI and You will Ind it wont a hundred times warehouse contained 30 hogsheads
Lbilit to you.
of prized tobacco and 6,000 pounds of
loose tobacco, the total value of
weit's Syrup Pepsin before
buyrYD"aldTh.sewishilleb)t
which was $6,404,40. On this tobacco
ing can lam a free sampie Dottie sent to their home by
Ilse company. This offer Is to prove that the
do as we claim, and is only ones to those there was a net salvage of $2,201.85
taken it Send for It if you have any leaving a net loss of $3,202,55. The
wbe Wet
syrnpledltof stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
warehouse in which this Sobocco was
yet meet elective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
belonged to W. T. Cooper.
stored
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPS/N." This product Mr. Wooldridge operates a storage
bears purfty guarantee No. 17, Washington, 0. C.
associaPlanters
house for the

FREE TEST

PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
11111 Caldwell Uldg., Monticello, Ill.

tion and the tobacco destroyed belonged to members of that organization. The loss has been made good

Notice.

now

by the warehouseman who
seeks to recover the money

thus

To afrwhom it may concern:
Notide is hereby given that I have paid out.
This warehouse, it will be remem
entered a notice in the Christian
county; court which is,left open un- bered, was not set on fire by the
til the first day of the July term of Night Riders, but caught from the
to be discharged as as- warehouse owned by
signee . of J. H. West, upon the am and operated by
which was the first
grounds stated in motion.
which was separated
J. G. HORD, Assignee.
4t

court

said

John C.
M. H. Tarifty,
one fired and
from theWoold

and Sale
For Taxes
Land sale for.State and County Taxes for the
yeat 1907.

OF THE EIGHTIETH COUNCIL OF

NO 1—WHITE.

NO. 3—WHITE
Armstrong,John, 12 acres of land. tax
Wilkins, J W,175 acres of land, tax
Winsett, OW,1 acre of land, tax
Young, W M, 110 acres of land, tax
NO.4—WHITE

Contagious Blood Poison is the most treacherous oF aii
It has its victims in its power almost befok they alize .ts presence;
Officers E:ected and Other Business because its first symptom, which is usually a little sore or pimple, is so
insignificant that it does not cause alarm, or even excite suspicion.
of Interest to Churches Was
RELIANCE IN CUTICURA
But notwithstanding the outward symptoms are not manifested,in the
Attended to.
PROVED WELL-FOUNDED
beginning, this insidious poison is at w Drk on the blood, and in a short
ago,
years
fifteen
or
twelve
"About
time the patients find themselves diseased from head to foot.
while living in West Virginia, I had a
The mouth arid throat ulcerate, the hair begins to come out, a
breaking-out, and it itched and stung so
peace
any
have
not
could
badly that I
rash breaks out on the body, copper-colored spots, and even sores and
Bev. George C. Abbitt has returnbecause of it. I saw three doctors and
Unless the poison is driven from the blood
they did not agree on what it was, so ed from the eightieth annual coun- ulcers appear on the flesh.
he
that
something
me
one of them gave
it affects the bones, and literally eats out the life of the sufferer.
called medicine, but I called it soda cil of the diocese of Kentucky at
There is scarcely any limit to the evil powers of Contagious Blood
water. I might just as well have Louisville. There was a large atsome
got
I
Then
washed in rain-water.
Poison. It is often transmitted to
tendance.
Cuticurs Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and
others by a friendly handshake or
I am glad to be able to give
Cuticura Resolvent hand began to get
Bishop Woodcock announced the
and
cured„rne
articles
toilet
the
of
use
the
`better right away. They
from
my experience with your medI have not been bothered with the itch- appointment of the standing com- of an infected person. And if the
icine, S. S.S. My son contracting since, to amount to anything. mittee. which is the cabinet or aded Blood Poison, and had an
grippe
la
had
the
allowed to remain in
About two years ago I
council of the bishop, and virus is
ugly abscess to form on his leg
and pneumonia which left me with a visory
blighting
influence
its
circulation,
he had all the other well
and
into
it
ran
Treatment
dioin
in
to
the
authority
him
next
side.
pain in my
known symptoms. He tried
to
to
offspring
down
handed
be
will
my leg, which then swelled and began
cese. The standing committee is as
other medicines without any
to break out. It got in pretty bad
was
He
'Vie Rev. Dr. Charles E. ruin their innocent lives.
doctor.
followg:
a
to
went
benefit, and I then had him to
shape, so I
Contagious Blood Poison is too
afraid it would turn to blood-poison. Craik,,the Rev. Dr. J. G. Minne- .
take S. S. S. After he had takI used his medicine but it did no good.
en several bottles the improvedangerous to trifle with. No time
So I sent for another set of the Cuticura gerode, the Rev. Dr. J. K. Mason,
ment was very gratifying, and
blood
the
ridding
in
lost
be
three
times
Remedies. I used them
William A. Robinson, Charles H. should
he continued its use. A
so
and cured the breaking-out on my leg. Pettet, Alvah L. Terry.
of this insidious poison; and in no
course of S. S. S.
thorough
Cuticura.
without
be
won't
Now I
that
important
more
it
is
disease
his blood and cured
cleansed
J. F. Hennen, R. F. D. 3, Milan, Mo.,
Officers of the diocese elected are:
the disease. The ulcer healed
May 13, 1907."
remedy be used.
John J. Skundera, secretary; Isham the proper
nicely, and he has since been
merely check the
Bridges, treasurer; the Hon. A. E. Medicines which
In good health.
symptoms for a time and leave the
C. OBERCHAIN,
chaecellot.
Taylor, Texas.
real cause smouldering in the sysCharles T. Ballard and Claude R.
With Torturing, Disfiguring Barnes were elected trustees, their tem, have brought misery and despair to thousands. Faithfully the
Humors, Cured by Cuticura.
terms expiring in 1911. John W.
irritations,
itchings,
rashes.
took such treatment, and when all outward signs hdd disapsufferers
Eczemas,
Cireen, Worthington Robinson and
and chafings are instantly relieved and
the virus had been shut up in
speedily cured, in the Milner S. —dams were elected trus- peared left off its use, only to find that
majority of cases, by
the blood, awaiting a favorable opportunity to break out again.
warm baths with Cuti- tees of the Bishop Dudley MemoS S S goes down into the circulation, and removes every particle
curse Soap and gentle rial endowment fund.
applications of Cutithe poison from the blood, makes this vital fluid pure and healthy, and
Other appointments are as follows: of
cura Ointment, the
does not leave the slightest trace of the poison for future outbreaks.
great Skin Cure. This
Rev.
Ecclesiastical court—The
treatment permits rest
S. S. S. is made entirely of roots and herbs of the forests and fields.
and sleep, and points Charles L. Briggs, the Rev. G. C.
It does not rontain the least particle of mineral in any form to injure
to a speedy cure in the most distressing Abbitt, Rev. G. U. Waller, Rev. L.
Guaranfails.
the delicate part? )f the system, impair the digestion or corrode and
cases, when all else
E. Johnston, Rev. C. P. Rodefer.
teed absolutely pure and may be used
irritate the membranou6 tissue or lining of the stomach and bowels.
from the hour of birth.
Board of diocesan missions—Dr.J.
If you are sufferfor
Treatment
Complete External and Internal
G. Minnigerode, Rev. L. E. Johnand Adults conEvery Humor of Infants. Children.
ing with Contagious
Skin.
,
sists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to-Cleanse the
Cuticura Ointment (50e.) to Heal the Skin. %lid Cuti- ston, Dr. J. K. .lason, C.tarlqs F.
Blood Poison, S. S. S.
curs Resolvent (50c.). (or in the form of (lomlate
Blood. Johnson, Charles F. Pettet, William
Coated Pills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Chem.
will
cure you, because
Sold throuschout the world. Potter Drug é
A. Robinson.
r p Sole Prop,.. Boston. Mass.
it"will purify your blood,
eiff-Malled Free. Cutieura Book on Skin Diseases.
Delegates to Pan-Anglican conand destroy every vesgress—Dr. J. G. Mittnigervde,
tige of the taint. It will
ridge house by a narrow alley.
C. E. eraik, Rev. H. S. Musson, W
policies
act
as the finest of
that
claims
The plaintiff
•
A. Robinson, Henry Burn-tt, R. A.
in
force
tonics to build up and
covering the loss were in
nson.
Robi
strengthen your systhe two companies at the time tie
PURELY VEGETABLE
G.
W.
E.
Bayly,
W.
Finance—J.
and
accomplished
tem, assist it in overdestruction was
nankJames
Terry,
L.
A.
Proctor,
coming the effects of
he asks for $1.779 from the Georgia
Home company and $1,423.46 from in, H. D. Ormsby, Charles T. Bal- the disease, and insure a speedy restoration to perfect health.
lard, George P. Walton.
the Hamburg-Bremen company.
We have a Home Treatment book, describing the different stages
Missions—Rev. 0. C. Abbitt, Rev. and symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison, and containing many sugv.07
,ii
‘
;d1:tfusson, M:B. Nash, Hunter gestions that will be helpful to you in curing yourself with S. S. S. We
will send this book and any medical advice desired to all who write; no
Sunday school board—Rev. Chas. charge for either, S. S. S is for sale at all drug stores.
L. Biggs, Rev. F. W. Hardy, Rev.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

•

a Jsitn Mockridte, Neville Bulliut
had
Judge J. W. Hancock
William E. Pilcher, D. M. Gray.
severe attack of acute indigestion
Tuesday night,and for several hours
Mrs. Lloyds Death.
his sufferings were intense. He was
unable to leave his room yeEterday
as a results—Cadiz Record.

man.—Bowl-

Mrs. Sara

Lloyd,

eight yearQ, died

'
aged eighty- 4

%
at the home of her 44

son, near Edgoten, Thursday of last *
week,' of ailments incident to her 4,
.,frs. Lloyd lived at *
A
extreme age.
Casky for many years, and unt 1 A
driven from her little home by un- a"
known persons about a year ago,

('
OW'

1,,,,tk . ,

made her living' weaving. She *
had many patrons in this section,
and had about all the work she s

4.

I

2.32

3.77
6.49

Mnnaford, Gus, 4, acres of land, tax
Moodie. Cresey, 4 acre of land, tax
Stites, Jerry, 3 acres of land, tax

6.19

2.68
2.91

NO. 4—COLORED
Allensworth, Malinda. 1 town lot, tax
Boyd, John, 1 town lot, tax

2.60
6.60
2.91

Battle, Lena, 1 town lot, tax
Dillard, Charles, 1 town lot, tax
Dickerson, Oscar, 1 town lot, tax

4.66
4.66

NO. 4—COLORED

Fort, Aaron, 1 town lot,tax

2.91

Glaas, William, 1 town lot, tax
Gibbons, Eliza. 1 town lot, tax
}Luton, Alec, 1 town lot, tax
Johuson, Mahalie, 1 town lot, tax

4.66
4.66
4.66
2,44

Phe:iphs, Mary. 1 town lot, tax
Whitlock, Ed, 1 town lot, tax

•

..

2.44

4.68
I

To learn
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
and
Telegraphy.
Over 500 students
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters.
Positions for gradu—
•
ates.
Send for catalog.

4.66

'

••• •..

6,09

NO. 5—COLORED

— DAVID SMITH, Sheriff Christian County
*wow
sf'

1

-BUSINESS'COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
°NM'S Gieitest Business Sdcal"

la

-sImported
German Coach

h.
1.
.

at

-p
•

Will Make the Season at

.

-p

*
411

,
0.
;o
N
or 7
he
ttnc h bbacN
ii
or
W
No
N
Ru bico
'
o.. 1406,bbyyN
e bbyy Gilbert
r5
15i2
S
-92,
etc. Dam Cana No. 6165, by Goldemar No. 1100,by Condor No
987, by Agamemnon No. 560, etc. 2nd Dam Caguas No. 736,

1,40

*
*

by Titus No. 429, by Jarder No. 182, by-Ysiang Sportsmen No.
162, etc. Cebo No. 2971 is a bay horse 7 years old, 16 hands
and 1 inch high and weighs 1400 lbs. Cell) is unexcelled in
style, action and quality.

Howard Brame, Hopkinsville, Ky.
1-1-1—t-l'etrat*1'1'1'44-4
4•1

was decided to use another carload
of it. It is probable that the material
will be used in larger quantities

WANTED
l
Woo
!
Wool
!
Wool
BONDS SIGNED
50,000 lbs

from now on.

Says the Mayfield Monitor: The
first installment of the bonds to be
signed for the raising of the mony to

build the Cairo & Norfolk railroad
have been signed by the secretary
and sent to.Chicago.- In this bunch
there were 10750 of them, which call
for $1,500,000. There are $11:0n0,000
worth more of them to sign, and the

here
New
the
..of
batch
first
The.
York city.

second installment will reach
soon after they are printed in

5.19

art

NO.' 2971

•

This was*41.41"1"4.*d"
from Main to Virginia.
used as a test of the asphalt and it
has proved so satisfactory that it

4.08

Henry, Stanford, 1 town lot, tax
H)lland. Willie, ji acre of land, tax
LaffOon, G C, 24 acres of land; tax

't.'
.

*
Two years ago a car load of this *
asphalt was put on Seventh street

No. 3—COLORED

•

dt

alti

..

streets.

6.19

.s.'
..r
-e. s

Brame's Stable, Hopkinsville, at I
....., $15 to Insure Living Colt
FOR THE STREETS 4. Pedigree
7

Hamilton, Joe, 4 acres of land, tax
Malone,Kit, 4 acres of land, tax
Taylor, Bennie, 1 town lot, tax

$ Ce[Jo.

alli

. j.I! /A
. :.! . ,1 \
\\,
,t . Ir1
i ; 1 '1
Iii

At a meeting of the directors of
A carload of the Bowlinv. Green *
the Christian County fiorse show,
2.03 held this week, lit was decided to rock asphalt has arrived here and *
6.81 hold the fifth annual horse show in will be used on . the streets of the _i_
-r
as rapicly as possi-:
Pembroke on Thursday, Friday and business section
Lae. The asphalt is to be used es4.93 Saturday, September 3, 4, and 5.
pecially for making street crossings sis
and valleys along the sides of the afa.
6.62

NO. 1—COLORED
Fleming, Aggie, 42 acres of land, tax
NO. 2—COLORED

•

.4 !

-4-

4.

8.66

NO.6—WHITE
.
Powell, Mrs John, 4 acres of land, tax
Parrish, T S, 103 acres of land, tax

-a\

From Day to Day

man and fine business
1 ing Green News.
3.
,
1
5..t

t

4fr

BABIES ON FIRE

8.18 scribed as a Most excellent gentle-

Allen, J L, 1 town lot, tax
Canis, E 0, for Frank Campbell, 1 town lot, tax
Simnions, J C, for sister, 1 town lot, tax

Gray', George, 4 acre of land. tax

TREACHEROUS-DANGEROUS

formed by Dr. Lewis the father ol
the bride. Dr. Lewis was the pastor
i
could do. For several months after
4w
of the State Street Methodist church
-!I e Was assulted, she WAS given a
$ 4.00 of this city a number of years ago
"
..ome by W. H: Whitlow, of this 4
and ilia then/little datageter who is
city, who lotd long been her friend. 4s,
23.9s soon to bacome a bride will be reFrom here she went to live with her *
membered by many of our people.
son, Judge %Vitt-free, of Hopkinsville,
woman,
handsome
5.84 She is now a
having sold her little home for her.
20.90 bright and attractive and the gentle:_i__
—Pembroke Journal.
4.66 man who is to be her husband is de-es

McGraw, G W, i acre land, tax
NO.2—WHITE
A
Morris, W F, for children, two town lots, tax

•

KENTUL;KY DIOCESE.

First Case a Rash Which Itched and
Stung—Threatened Ten Years
Later With Blood-Poison in Leg
—But Both Times the Sufferer's

Monday, June 1, 1908,between the hours of 1,1 a.m.and 4
Invitations have been received in
1
wi
I
,
le
Ks.'
Hopkinsvil
in
r
house:doo
the
court
at
m.,
p.
the city to the marriage of Miss Mae
er of Dr. and Mrs. Jno.
sell for cash for state and county taxes due, the foilowing Lewis,daught
Hopkinsville, to Mr.
of
W. Lewis
the
pay
I
wi
Harry Alford Dunlap. The marriagi
lands and town lots, or as much thereof as
will take place at the Methodist
taxes due and cost. This land has been sold year after church in Hopkinsville on June th•
year for tax, and has been ordered to be resold by Coun. 10th, and the ceremony will be per-

Weatern,Williams, 1 town lot, tax
Wooldridge, Lewis, 1 town lot, tax

BLOOD

is now in Paris,
France, where the money will be
realized on them.

first

installment

We buy all grades, we buy all quantities. So don't
fail to see us and get our prices before you sell
We will furnish you wool sacks at any time.
See Phone or Write us for prices. Cumb Phone 26-3.
Home Phone 1332.

The St.,HaygonpoProduce Company
East 9th

HERBERT L

DO\

el'es

"
".••••

•
•
•
1 ./.1011/•-•
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COMING OF EDITORS

GREAT ENTERPRISE

Is as. 'rod you when soi.:tsiry pr. Pierce's
farnil medicines—foril .the ingredients4ntering into themn are printed on
,
14
4,0410 ,
tlse ttle- wra peersand their formulas
sitia la
•
ara a teqed under oath as being cotriplete
AA***
tirtyttittiofirtreal
and ,n,)rrect. You knowijust wliat you are
PrOlikkke rIATty4
s
are
IS THE NEW HOPKINSV,LLE MILLpayiug for and that the ingredient
\
10 CERULEAN AND HOPKINSAftektor•01k ilk,.
gathered from Natore's laboratory, being
to
ING COMPANY.
selectrd from the most valuable native
VILLE MIDDLE OF JUNE.
medicinal roots found growing in our
American forest:S-1:m while potent to cure
n to'the most
The load SCCM3 lightcr—'.,Vago;
are per
hat:7n
NO a drop
delicate worn a
and team wear longer—You mal:z
!Absorbs the'Crescent and Climax
That is another of their good features, an important one, as hun0 aIL,444.4.14.
more time.
have
and
money,
more
To
Made
Being
Are
Plans
lir X' Elaborate
dreds of fires occur annually from sparks settling on the roof.
Plants—The Articles of Incorporato make money, when wheels are
yreserong
A
Men
r
Newspape
The
with
Show
greased
Pr' i Os used in them Viz —
Better put them on the roof now than wiah you had later.
tion are Drawn Up.
net
cert ne. This agen possesses
And Royal Time.
Rare
intr !Isle me( ic
properties of Its own,
They're cheap enough. Last a life-time. Never need repairs,
being a most valuable antiseptic and antiand they turn the appearance of any house into a home.
ferment, nutritive and soothing demulFrom Saturday's Daily.)
cent.
—The longest wearing and most
J.
Come in and see them.
Glycerine plays an important part in
Articles incorporatingi the Hopin the world.
lubricant
y
satisfactor
•
in
Discovery
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
kinsville Milling company were filed
STANDARD OIL CO.
the cure qf indigestion, dyspepsia and
At beautiful Cerulean Springs, the
Inearporatet1
this morning in ,the office of the
veak stomach, attended by sour risings,
Incorporated
Petmyrile, the
heart-burn, foul breath, coated tongue, dimple of the smiling
capital
The
clerk.
county
court
poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stom- Kentucky Press association will hold
stock is $200,000 divided into shares
a Ai, biliousness and kindred derange- its atoms' meeting the midale oft,
ments of the stomach, liver and bowels.
$100 each and the incorporators
of
Besides curing all the above distressing June. Beginning June 15, the ediare
James West. W. T. Cooper, R.
•
ailments, them Golden Medical Discovery" tors and their families will spend a
Is a specific for all diseases of the mucous
A. Rogers, Dr. S. H. Williams, M.
••••••••••••••••••••041VM1•••••••
membranes, as catarrh, whether of the joyous weak, and Capt. R. S. Pool, Health Comes From Knowing How V. Dunn, C. L. Daniel and Frank
nasal passages or of the stomach, bowels the genial host, whose culinary acand What to Breathe.
or pelvic orsmns. Even in its ulcerative
K. Yost.
all
khim
stages it will yield to this sovereign rem- complishments have famed
The company is formed for the
edy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic over Dixie, promises the newspaperHardly a day passes without con- p
well,
is
it
of absorbing] the present
purpose
passages,
Nipsal
the
Catarrh of
flrmation of the old adage "Man's
while taking the 'Golden Medical Dis- men a delightful time.
plants of the Crescent and Climax
covery" for the necessary constitutionl
The officers of the association are life is but a breath of air." ,
,
Milling companies:and run ning.them
freer)
the
passages
cleanse
to
treatment,
of Harrodsburg,
Dust laden with the germs of con- under one management. As soon as
two or three times a day with Dr. Sage's Lew B. Brown,
Catarrh Remedy. This thorough course president; Tim Needham, of Wil- sumption or other disease is inhaled
of treatment generally cures the worst liamstown,'vice-president; W. Ver- by all who use the streets, but dis- the legal details of perfeeting the
cases.
corporation and \in dissolving tie
. In coughs and hosrpenecq caused by bron- non Richardson, of Danville, secre- ease :is not developed unless the
;now stand,
eitial. throat and lung afroctions, except eonThe executive com- germs :find conditions suitable for two companies as they
ILreption in its advanced s..v.r.:s the "Golden tary-treasurer.
are carried out the transfer will be
Medical Discovery" is a must efficient rt_sm • mittee is composed of T. C. Under- their lodgment and growth.
edy. especially in those obstinate, hang-on
made. ,The business of ; the new
coughs caused by irritation and congetition of wood, of Hopkinsville, cnairman;
With people having catarrh there
company will be conducted frpin the
the bronchial mucous membranes. The "Dis"
W. B. Haldeman, -of Louisville; is an ideal culture medium for these
covery"is not so good for acute coughs arts
present offices of the Crescent Mill,
hag from sudden colds, nor must it be eX
Dan Bomar, of Versailles; E. Barry, germs, as the irritated membrane
•
pcc:ed to cure consumption in its advanced
but who will be the officers/ under •
.0
stages—no medicine will do that—but for all of Benton; George F. Friel, Ashland. and iwcakened tissues are hot-beds
•
the obstinate, chronic couchs. whit.h, if negofficers in the ar- where germs must thrive and multi- the yew regime is not yet known.
lected, or badly treated.-lead up to consump- Assisting these
The two mills included in the deal
H. it is the hegt medicine 1 hal rA,
n ken
rangements and plans for the oc- ply until they are numerous and
have a combined daily capacity of
casion are the following committees: active.
1,000 barrels of flour, with a correOn arrangements—Henry R. LawIf you have catarrh, you should
responding output of bran, meal,etc.
rence, Cadiz, chairman; T. C. Un- use the easiest, simi-lest and quickThe consolidation of these two
derwood and W. A. Wilgus, Hop- est cure, the direct -method of HyoVIENNA, May 23.—Fighting be- kinsville; W. V. Richardson, Dan- mei, whose wonderful medicated mills,for this is what the move really
air is taken in with the air you is, is one of importance. Under the
twean the czar and the sultan in the ville.
breathe, directly following and de- one management the business can
Cade/1811s iè beginning to look like a
On baaquet—Edward A. Jonas, stroying all germs that have been
question of no more than days. At Henderson, chairman and toast- inhaled, repairing any damage they be carried on much more satisfactorithe ELropean capitals there has master; Charles Hart, Morganfleld; may have worked and 83 healing ly-and at less operating expense than
and vitalizing the tissues as to rend- when the plants were separate.
been a disposition iaitherto todispute C. C. Givens, Madisonville.
er catarrh and germ infection no Undei the present plans it is not
The past
p edictions of a clash.
On program Judge E. Barry, longer possible.
to make any increase in
have
days' developments
rew
The undsual way in which •1-{yo- pr000sed
chairman; H. A. Simmers, Elizawrought a change in the tone of of- bethtown; Paul M. Moore, Earling-. mei is sold should dispel all doubt the facilities of the mills but as the
as it is confidently
ficial movements.
as to its curative properties, for L. t‘usiness grows,
ton.
price expected it will, the output will be
The sultan contemplates a big
On entertainment-Ed D. Shin- L. Elgin offers to refund the
•
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
Pereian territorial grab, it is be- nick, of Shelbyville, chairman; C. to anyon: whom it fails to benefit. enlarged accordingly. The incorpor•
Should he succeed in worst- E. Woods, Richmond; Louis Lan- You do not risk a cent in testing,the ators are among the most prominent,•
1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
Phone
Home
•
ing the czar, he would doubtless try dram, Lancaster; W. Vernon healing virtues of this breath of life, hifluential and capable business
and their connecto take some of the Caucasus, too.
free with every $1.00, outfit L. L. men of the town
Richardson.
tion with it is sufficient to guarantee •••••••••••••041
Since the grand Duke" Nicholas
Morning and afternoon business Elgin gives a guarantee to relieve
its success.
t ,ok charge of the situation the Rus- sessions will-be held, but with ample catarrh or money refunded,
ned.
strengthe
sian force has been
hours for rest and recreation. A reThough still outnumbered,the czar's ception by the First District league
troops have so far been able to keep
will be given on the first evening.
the Turks in check.
On the next, Tnesday night, the
evening will be reserved for the
Read and You Will Learn
Eighth District league and a ball.
That the leading medical writers Wednesday afternoon and evening
and teachers of all the several will be spent in Hopkinsville for
schools of practice endorse and rec- which interesting plans are being
ommend, in the strongest terms, matured. Thursday night the aneach and every ingredient entering nual banquet will take place. Chairinto the cotnpo4ition of De. Pierce's man Jonas, of the banquet comGolden Medical Discovery for the mittee, was here yesterday looking
cure of weak stomach, dyspepsia, after details of his part of the, procatarrh of stomach, "liver coin- gram. To Mayor Charles M. Meachplaint," torpid liver, or biliousness, am,of the Hopkinsville Kentuckian.
chronic bowel affections, and all ca- he assigned this happy subject:
tarrhal diseases of whatever region, "The Mayor's Nest." A meeting of
name or nature. ft is also a specific the arrangement committee was
remedy for all such chronic or long held today at Hotel Latham, and
stjnding oases of catarrhal affec- reports showed that its work was in
tions and their resultants, as bron- good shape. The visit to Hopkinschial, throat and lung diseases (ex- ville. which the editors will take,
cept, consumption) accompanied will ben very pleasant feature of the
with severe,coughs. It is not so good annual outing. There will be atfor acute colds and coughs, but for tractive entertainment, a vLit to
lingering or chronic cases it is espe- points of interest and a supper at
It is the Ware you see advertised in all the leading Ladies magazines, especially those
;acious in pioducing per- Hotel Latha,rn. The transportation
cially etti,
dealing with the culinary art. It is never sold at retail and you cannot buy it from the
net cures. It contains Black Cher- end of the Cerulean meeting is in.the
e
manufacturers for a penny less than $2.50 per set and expressage. •I'he great excellenc
rybark, Golden Seal root, Bloodroot. hands of 'Secretary Richardson and
alhas
difficulty
the
a earthenware cooking vessels over tin or iron is known to all, hut
Stone rout, Mandrake root and he has taken the matter up with the
cooking
ways been the increased cost of the earthenware. By using Sanito earthenware
Queen' root—all of which are high- railroad companies. The duty of
danger
vessels you secure the verrbest results, the food will not burn or stick, there is no
ly praised as remedies for all the seeing after the hotel accommodaof ptomaine poisoning and no odor remaining in the vessel.
above mentioned affections by such tions of the crowd will 6e looked
perfect, of
Sanito ware, produced by a skillful blending of, clays, is mechanically
eminent medical writers and teach- after by W. A. Wilgus, who is also
and
convenient sizes and shapes for all ordinary purposes. Sabito will cook food evenly
One Cooking mettle,
ers as Prof. Bartholo.v, of Jefferson in correspondence with the Illinois
y
absolutel
is
Capacity 4 quart...,
without burning it. It has an inside lining burnt right into the clay, which
Med.,college; Prof. Finley Elling- Central railroad officials in reference
strawberries to
wood, M. D., of Bennetr Mel.. ol- to running a special train on the ocacid proof, and never cracks nor scales.' You can cook anything from
preceeded.
whatt
from
cabbage in Sanito without one kind becoming tainted or discolored
lege, Chicago; Prof. John King, M. casion of the visit of the association
it exto this city.
Doctors,,hospitals, sanitariums and thousands of progressive housekeepers use
D4, bite of Cincinnati; Prof. John M.
in preparing
clusively. Its cleanliness and wholesomeness makes it especially valuable
Scudder, M. D., late of Cincinnati;
ome
unwholes
displace
Weak women should read my
food for the sick, while for all general cooking purposes it should
Prof. Edwin M. dale, M. D., of
It was
Halineinan Med. college, Chicago, "Book No. 4 For Women."
and dangerous metal vessels.
for women who
expressly
written
use than
The fact that Sanito is a non-conductor of heat makes it more economical to
and scores of others eminent in their are not well. The Book No. 4 tells
in
welcome
rly
other ware. It retains heat much better than metal. It will be particala
several schools of practice.
of Dr. Shoop's "Night Cure" and
ed.
appreciat
just how these soothing, healing,
homes where the difference between "cooked" and "well cooked" food is
antiseptic suppositories can be successfully applied. The book, and
One Cooking Kettle.
strictly confidential medical advice
Capacity 2 quarts
Is entirely free. Write Dr. Shoop,
Racine, Wis. The Night Cure is
sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
year in
To livery person who subscribes to the Weekly New Era, paying $1.00 for one
SOUTH BEND, Ind., May 22 — incorporated
FREE
TELY
ABSOLU
advance and 98c for expressage and packing charges, we will give
, James Brimmiugstall was arrested
a full set of this $2.50 ware—the genuine Sanito.
today, near here, accused of having
s, if
To every person who is now taking the New Era an 1 who pays up all arrearage
committed six murders. His wife
we
charges,
packing
any, and one year inadvance and the 98c for the expressage and,
claims he had planned to murder
For Infants and Children.
will give a set of Sanito.
hsr.
•
One 2-piecc bed-tsasting
direct
Orders given to agents will not be accepted pn this offer—everything must come
full
Roaster,
size.
afcannot
and
ware
/
All the good qualities of Ely's
to this office. We are making an unusual concession in offering this
Cream Balm, solid, are found in
Bears the
ford to pay agents' commissions too.
that
Liquid Cream Balm, which is in- alspature of
Every set comes packed in a separate box and W 3 have a supply on hand, so
tended for use in atomizers. That it
When your order is received it can be delivered promptly.
Is a wonderful remedy for nasal caif You Don't
•
tarrh is proved by an ever-increasSucceed the first time use Herbine
Call at Our Office and See Samples.
ing mass of testimony. It does not and
One istke Pan, capacyou will get instant relief. The
ity 2 quarts
dry out nor rasp the tender air pas- greatest liver regulator. A positive
and
on
a,
the
infiamati
sages. It allays
cure for Conktipation, Dyspepsi
goes straight to the root of the dis- Marlaria, Chills and all liver comMr. C—. of Emory Texas,
Obstinate old cases have plaints. My
ease.
wife has been using Herwrites:
yielded in a few weeks. All drug- bine for herself and children for five
gists, 75c, including spraying tube, lyears. It is a snre cure for constiOne Bake Pan, capacor mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren pation and malaria fever, which is
ated by what its done for
substanti
ity 1 quart
street, New York.
my family.— Sold by L. A. Johnson
& Co.
x Et.
sC1 .4%,.. ES 111 CIO
The Kind You EPS AlEtt betifal
Mrs tae

Mica
Axle
Grease
Helps the Wagon up
the Hill

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES

Mica Axle Grease

F
orbes Man'f'g. Co.

Dopkinsville, Ky.

VALUE OF RIGHT BREATHING
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SULTAN AND CZAR

General
Machinist

•
: Mill Supplies
•
: Everything Guaranteed.
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6 Pieces"Sanito"Cookin Ware
Abso'utely
Given Away!

KEE

Absolutely
Given Away!

What "Sanito" Is

•

•••••••••

••••••••..

MURDER FIER

How To Get It_

CASTOR IA

...•••••••••••

•

••••••

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

Address, THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
Circulation Dept.

%masa*

Dr.King's Many Life Pills
The best in the world.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

•••

••••11111,

4
464'

. '''%41Pf1
C;1424:5"

EEKLY klaikiTuuKlr NE11 ERA.
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TO WAR ON INSECTS Heart Strength
THAT ARE DESTRUCTIVE TO THE
TOBACCO CROPS

Important Experiments 4/ill Be Conducted By Government Expert
In The Black Patch.

Heart &Tenet).or Heart Weakness, means Nerve
Strength, or Nerve Weakness—nothing more. Pos.
itively. not one weak heart in a hundred is, in itself, actually diseased. It is almost always a
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault.
This obscure nerve—the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
—simply needs, and must have, more power, more
stability, more controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail. and the stomach and kidneys also have
these Barns controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why, as a medicine, Dr.
Shoop's Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr.Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocating heart distress. Dr. Shoop's Restorative—this
popular prescription—is alone directed to these
weak and wasting nerve centers. It builds;
it:strengthens; it offers real, genuine heart help.
If you would have strong Ilehrts, strong di.
gestion, strengthen these ;nerves — re-establish
them as needed. with

HOPKINSVILLE,

Old
Hickory

9

•4111.4.4^.

Dr.Shoop s
Restorative

-

Even before the farmers have finished their work of s,etting out tobacco, the cut worms and grasshoppers have begun to get in their deANDERSON & FOWLER.
structive work, in some sections the
iIncorporated)
damage already being alarming. It
is estimated that about eighty per
cent of the crop in this county has
been transplanted to the fields but
owing to the invesion of the grasshoppers and cut worms much of it
will have to be reset,
The destroyers, though, are not to
be allowed to have things their own FOR NIGHT RIDER OUTRAGE ON
way without a struggle, and A. q.
TRIGG CITIZEN.
Yorgan, the government entomologist, who is now in the dark tobacco
district for the purpose of experi•
menting with the insects which prey "Tros Bills" Returned Against Nine
upon tobacco with a view of exterAlleged Members of Lawless
minating them, has already interhere. Arrangements
Band.—The Kelly Case.
• ested himself
have been made whereby experiS
ment will be conducted on die farm
of Judge W. T. Fowler, about two
miles from this place on the ClarksCADIZ, Ky., May 25.—The grand
Tine pike. Mr. Morgan has shipped jury adjourned Saturday, returning
a package of some preparation, nine indictments, the smallest numwhieh is said to be mainly arsenate ber brought in at any session here
of lead, to Judge Fowler with the in many years. One indictment
request that a solution pe made of it was against the nine men of Golden
and the plants be dipped into this Pond, who were accused by J. S.
before they are placed inithe hills.
Cossey of whipping him. Another
Assenate of lead is regarded as a charged Sullivan Jones and. Jack
more satisfactory poison for de- Lofton with sending a threatening
stroying tobacco worms and insects, letter to Frank Hicks, who lives beas it is thought that it will not harm tween the river.
the plant as paris green does under
News and Notes of Much Interest to All Who Are Connected With the I .
The jury refused to indict the
certain conditions, while it is believ- men charged with *banding themGrowing and Sale of Tobacco.
ed that it will prove equally as selves together - to drive negroes
dly to the destroyers. The plants, from Center Furnace, but recomthe exception of the roots, will mended that the men be conthamd
as
The local tobacco Market
With the Society of Equity ware-be dipped in the poisonous solution under bond and that the cases be more quiet the past week, though
house the business was good, though
and when set out will be set exVa submitted to the next grand jury.
buying was steady every day and no detailed report of the sales or redeep in the ground. This will bel
sales were made at prices that were ceipts was made. This is the first
dose oil the theory that cut worms
Judge J. C. Sims, of Bowling thoroughly satisfactory. The falling season that the Society of Equity
will not cut off the stem of a plant
who has been appointed off in the business for the week was has operated a warehouse here and
when it Is set deep, but will attack Green,
to try the cases against only &temporary breathing spell and the business which it is doing is
this leaves and as the trouble in special judge
former master cm- heavy sales are expected to be made proving most satisfactory.
dealing with cut worms is to get J. 'W.`KellS,
Trigg county, was here again this week.
them to eat the poison, the difficulty missioner of
set the cases for trial
About 80 per cent of the new crop
will be solved when they eat the Saturday, and
The salesman for the Planters ProMonday in July. There
is estimated to now be on the hill.
leaves which have already been ,on the fourth
cases against Kelly, one of tective association reports the sale In some sections there is report of
treated with the solution of arsenate are five
them being a criminal charge, grow- of l54 hogsheads during the week, considerable damage being dont by
'of Lead. The grasshoppers prey
ing out of the conduct of his office. this being lugs and low grades. Re- grasshoppers and cutworms.
directly upon the leaves and they
ceipts for the week were 238 hogsare expected to promptly to lie down
heads, making a total for the season
and die whenever they tackle any
The prizing of the last year's crop
of 5,819. Nearly all of the buyers
of the doctored plants. Through it
were again on the floor and while is rapidly winding to a close. Many
all the plants are expected to grow
they made no big purchases, they of the association prizing houses
and flourish just the same as if
The Universalist state convention examined all the grades very care- have shut down and those who have
nothing had bees done to them.
closed Sunday night after a three fully, seemingly with the view to not yet done so will soon follow suit.
Last year Mr. Morgan spent the days session. In many respects the familiarizing themselvee with the The work of the prizers has, in most
entre summer in the dark tobacco convention was one of the most im- types on hand so that they might be cases, been W411 performed and very
district with headquarters at Clarks- portant ever held by this:denomina- prepared fur any orders which might little trouble is being met with in
ville, and took the initial steps in tion. The sermons by Dr. J.W. Cald- be sent to them.
this regat.d.
•
studying tobacco worms under gov- well. of St. Louis, Sunday morning
ernment supervision He was un- and night, wer e eloquent and
associated in the work, except far large congregatiol s heard him each
the aid given him by the people with time.
whom he came hi contact. The imThe election of kofficcrs was held
'1 he question of Christian county's
was
the
investigation
portance of
Saturday afternoon resulting as fol- having a stock law will be voted on Organized to Operate Christian Coundemoustrated by what ho learned lows—piesiclent, C. A. Brasher, of at the coming November election.
ty Mine.
and this year he will be given twe H opk insville; vice-president,Arth ur
The petition has been circulated
assistants. Mr. Morgan will again Teague, of Wallington; secretary, and the required number of names
The Madisonville Journal says:
make his headquarters in Clarks- Miss Maggie Clark, of Crofton; have been se'cured and now the imA new coal company is being orville and it is said that one of his treaasurer, Miss Vida Barnett, of portant part of raising sufficient
to opentind operate a mine
ganized
assistants will be stationed at Utith- Madisonville. The next annual meetmoney to pay election expenses and at Empire, in Christian county. The
rie and the other at Hopkinsville.
ing will be held with the Consola- of printing ballots must be attended stock is owned by some of the most
the
tobacco
of
extermination
The
tion church in this county.
to.
prominent and best business men
pests mean thousands and thousands
All parties interested in the stock in Christian and adjoining counties.
of dollars to the farmers of the to- I
law are urged to make subscriptions Bailey S. Franklin will be eleceed
Every Woman Will Be Interested.
baceo growing sections add the ex- I
If you have paints in t.:e back, to Squire Joe Moseley,Wm H. Doss, president and the style of the corperiment now under way in this re- Urinary,
Bladder or Kidney trouble, the county judge or Will Forgy at poration will be the Franklin Coal
gion is being watched with close at- and want a certain, pleasant herb
Company.
Pembroke.
/
tention.
cure for woman's ills, try Motntr
1
Work will begin on the shaft withGray's Australian-Leaf. It is a Safe
You
Love
Do
the next few dayen The coal is
in
and never-failing regulator. At
Thl World's Best Climate,
he
why
You
wonder
baby?
Your
Sample
said td be of the finest quality in
Druggists or by mail 5t;cts.
is not entirely free from ' disease,
Cream
White's
bottle
of
a
Bay
cries.
Tne Mother
Kentucky. A list of the stockOD the high elevations fevers prevail, package Free. Address.
Vermifage and he will never cry. holders and officers will be publishI
N.
Co.,LeRoy,
is
lower
malaria
levels
the
Gray
while on
ISkost babies have worms,and the ed as soon as the organization is
encountered to a greater or less ex,- i
mothers don't know it, White's completed.
tent, according to altitude. T 3 overCOL. JACK GETS DAMAGES.
Cream Vermifuge rids the child of
come climate affections. lassitude,
worms and cleans oot its system in a
Colds that Hang On.
malaria, jaundice, bilousness, fever
way. Every mother should
pleasant
and ague, and general debiiity,i the I HARRODSBUBG, Ky., May 28.— keep a bottle of thissmedicine in the
Colds that hang on in the spring
most effective remedy is Electric Col. Jack Chinn was given a verdict house. With it fear need never deplete the system, exhaust the
Bitters, the great alterative and • of $2,500 Friday by a jury in the cir- liter her mind. Price 25c.—Sold by nerves, and open the way for serious
.
blood purifier ; the antidote for every I cult
illness. Take. Foley's Honey and
court in his suit for $25,000 dam- . A. Johnsons.
form of bodily weakness, nervous- i
It quickly stops the cough and
Tar.
sees, and insomnia. Sold under'ages against the Foster-Milbur com- OR.KING'S NEW DISCOVER/ expels the cold. It is safe and cerguarantee at Cook & Higgins and pally, of Buffalo, N. Y. Col Chinn
tain in results. L. A. Johnson & Co.
Cooks Pharmacy drug stores. Price alleged that the defendant, which
Will Surely Stop That Cough.
50c.'
manufactures Doan's Kidney Pills,
• had used a picture and a letter purGo to Morganfield.
porting to be signed by him indorsing
the remedy.
Mrs. Hyman Franklin with her
Col Chinn on the stand said the
little son has gone to Morganfleld, letter was a forgery and that he had
Ky., to join her husband where they never used the remedy in his life and
will make Weir future home. Mr. knew nothing about its merrits. He
Capital, $100,000.00
Franklin having bought out the admitted that the signature to the
Ifi'M of the Crabtree Dry Goods Co., letter looked very much like his, but
Surplus, $35,000.00
of tha)' place- Their many fziends stoutly maintained that he had
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
regret very much to see them .leave never signed such a letter.
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern, burglar
• lfopkinsville but wish them tnuch
•
proof safe and vault, we are prepmed to OFFER OUR DEsuccess and prosperity in their new
Real Estate.
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
home.
List your property for sale with
3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
agents.
estate
real
Wood
&
Wood
Feared.
Results
Serious
of Deposit
74
You may well fear serious results Office Hopper block. Telephones
ft.d-w
HEZTRY C. GANT, President.
from a cough or cold, as pneumonia and 14-2.
-•••
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
and consumption start with a cold.
H. L. McPH ERSON, Asst. Cashier
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
&nit
klways
i
4Y0
'trig
Iha
most obstinate coughs or colds and Swirl the
prevents serious results. R3fuse hssatare
substitutes. L. A. Johnson & Co.
-tet‘
1-4

INDICTED AT CADIZ

MAKES IDEAL FURNITURE FOR THE
PORCH OR , LAWN

Made of the strongest of our native woods in cozy, comfortable Chairs,
Rockers and Settees. Make your porch a comfortable Living Room for the
Warm Weather. Oki HiCkery prices range from $1.50 to $6.50 per piect
.• •
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VV ORDS ABOUT THE WEEDS 1
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OFFICERS ELECTED

"
Silk Sale!
'
Rajah

1

75c

30 inches wide
at
Also another lot
at
in
Yd. wide Taffeta
1J
1
•
I
Colored at
27aitnch

1*1

60c
75c ,

Cut Prices on all Silks and Woolen

re
oi

Dress Goods in the House.

T M. Jones.

COUNTY STOCK LAW NEW COAL COMPANY t

-.am.

4•11•11•44.

*1-+-**-1-+

Bank sOf Hopkinsville

•

fHfff±IH ff

****11-1-*

Main Street

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Are You Satisfied
With Your Socks?
Do They Honestly Wear as You Would
Like toil:lave Them?
One manufacturer has hit the nail on the head—
the toe nail at that. He has discovered a way of
overcoming the puncture of the toe by the new

TOEANREODHEEL
.U.S.PAT.orn

•

The hosiery made in this new way
has a beautiful silky lisle finish and
is free from "those terrible seams'
the dealer hears so much about. Another good
point is the price, 25c. When you buy Inter-woven
you get a regular top grade 25c half-hose, together
with the additional marvelous wearing qualities of
toe and heel, which make one pair of these outwear three or four pairs of any other kind.
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AREIYOU
That the ice cream you buy is strictly
PURE!
Do you know that the makers' hands
were clean, doles excluded from the factory,
and freezers and other utensils kept in
Sanitary Condition?
Why take any chance where your health
Is concerned! Why not

MAKE AND FREEZE YOUR OWN ICE CREAM
In 10 MINUTES
- FOR 1c. A PLATE with

r
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STANLEY AND DALZELL
(BY SAVOYARD)

rBy Savoyaru.)
be diriappears; hut the roinancers— On the field of Weehawken be d'e
Some three or four weeks ago the one of whom makes him a compound layed the giving of the "word" till he
agricultural appropriation bill was un- of Aristides, Cincinnatus ar\d Scipio could wipe his glasses to make his
der consideration in committee of the Africanus—say that Hamilton wrought vision clearer, and yet we are told
,. The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
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one 13c. package into a quart of milk and
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tell
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Hamilton's
that he
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tion after Madison, Elsworth, Sherman
reply to a very able speech by Mr. Dal.
bought for a dollar or two which will last
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deceive
field beyou in this.
and company had made it; but it was
for years, and will soon save its cost.
zell, some time earlier, in which the not
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
that he believed in the constitution cause the standards of those days
2 packages JELL-O ICE CREAM Powaccomplished statesman from Pennsyl- or loved it, but that
der for 25C.
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
he thought it bet- made it imperative that he should do
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than
the
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articles
of
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Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson, much because it lodged more power in the able retort:
Sold by all good grocers.
'I agree that we should not judge
The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
to the disparagement of the latter, and federal establishment.
duelist of that day by the standard
the
As
the secretary of the treasury in
much to the credit of the former.
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this.
But there is no logic by which
Mr. Dalzell got his history of the Washington's cabinet he was at his
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
New England school—the Harvard set greatest. He had the gift of organi- you can pardon the acceptor of a chalgoric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
-Henry Adams, Henry Cabot Lodge, zation, and he brought order out of lenge and condemn the sender. By
contains
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Theodore Roosevelt, and so on, not to chaos: but he had too much mental that barbarous code he who was chargsubstance.
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It cures Diarrhcea and Wind
S. Ellis, and it made the sedate thinkTo prove the charge false and to fail
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
er from Pittsburg, ordinailly so wary hardship on the people.
A ne
d lan- to resent it was to aggravate the Imand Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
and so accurate, a very credulous per- Stanley quoted from him som
guage
that
sounds marvelously Dem• putation of cowardice, in that day
son. We see the somewhat similar
Stomach and Dow' Is, giving. healthy and natural sleep.
more odious than vice or crime. The
effect When the brilliant mind of Ger- ocratic on the tariff question.
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Mr. Dalzell made 'this declaration: sine perverted public opinion which
trude Atherton contemplates Hamilton
"He certainly is a bold man who, in necessitated the acceptance forced the
and Jefferson through the same histhe
face of history, contends today sending of a challenge."
toric specs.
Could a retort be more conclusive?
Owsley Stanley's reply to Dalzell that the permanent policies which
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If
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Hami)ton was a martyr of the barinto
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and
was crushing and conclusive.
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not
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follows that Burr was also a
by
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and
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when
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And
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Mr.
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"Here my temerity may argue more
Those fond of the brilliant, the orthe wisest of political philosophers;
than
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my
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judgment,
but I deny it.
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in these passages with which
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closed his speech:
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ley's political friends tried to dissuade
into
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"For
teeth of history.
centuries neither the telescope
him from the encounter. They did not
"What were the policies of Alexan- of the astronomer nor the researches
know much about Hamilton and Jefof science could solve the mystery of
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"He would have senators during at last the spectrum revealed in this
of facts they had never challenged.
Stanley did not dare to enter the good behavior-4-they serve a fixed and nebula unborn worlds, held in a shimmering gauze; revolving masses of inlists without being armed cap-a-pie, definite term of six years.
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. at
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began the Democrats were apprehen- this house to the naked view and canTickets on sale June 6-7-8, limited sive and the Republicans confident. A did criticism of a free and untram- rude globes, and these spinning
to return June 20, 1908. Good to stop few minutes the Democrats were san- meted press.
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conscious only that they were
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he might have been second to Napole- that privilege had perpetuated in the voice
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;Effective April 26th, 1908
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American public thought. I only wish
Hamilton is actually held up as the that the Lord delivered the accom- that Owsley Stanley would take time
father of the constitution, when the plished Pennsylvanian into the hands to elaborate this splendid speech of
one thing for which he had more con- of the brilliant Kentuckian. Stephen his and offer it to some leading magaDouglas, in reply to Seward, did
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V. L. Gates C tempt than for that instrument was A.
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• ONE
JUNE 1908 CBE-A--SH SALES
---TO

IVEN AWAY FREE

We will give with each CASH PURCITA.SE, except original. °packages, a ticket stating the date and
to be returned.
amount paid us, and in the following manner determine WHICH DAYS CASH SALES are
the 27
On next Monday June 1st, at 10 o'clock a. m. at our storeroom--.-all are invited---we will have placed ond so that
dates in 27 envelopes---being all business dates in June, the fourth Sunday not included--- folded and seale selectit will be impossible for any one to know the date contained in any envelope. One of these envelopes will be
ed, that envelope will be placed in keeping of Mr. Gus T. Brannon cashier of the COMMERCIAL & SAVINGS
BANK to be opened by'him at our store-room Monday July 1st 1908 at 10 o'clock a. m. at which time EVERYS
BODY is invited to'be present, and the date the envelope contains will entitle all holders of CASH TICKET
if
on that date to THEIR MONEY BACK. TICKETS will not be cashed until Thursday July 4th 1908 but
presented on that day or 4ny time up to and including Saturday July 18th 1908 the amount they call for will be paid
in cash. After Saturday July 18th 1908 they are worthless.

Be SureSure Ano.c1 Get Tickets With All Cash Purchases
•10

Each day's business will close at 5 o'clock p. m. and all sales made from that ,time until our store closes goes on
the following days business EXCEPT SATURDAYS. SATURDAYS business closes at 9 o'clock and purchases
made atter that time goes on the following Mondays sales.

FREE 45 Presents FREE
understand Ibis CASH SALES proposition. The MAY date will be opened at Our store at 10 a im
CaWe are anxious that the public thordughly
ed. EVERYBODY(it makes no difference whether a customer or not, is invited to be present.
June 1st, at the same time the June date is select
10 o'clock, MONDAY,JUNE 1st, will be allowed ONE guess at the date the MAY envelope
EACH person that comes to our store from 9.30 to
be entitled absolutely free to the following prizes.
contains and the ones guessing the correct dates will

•

1st Gift 1 Bbl Preference
Step
Ladder Flour
4th Gift 50 Lbs Preference
Flour
7th Gift101-lb Pkg XXXX
Coffee
10th Gift 12 Cans Tomatoes
13th Gift50 lbs Gran Sugar

2nd Gift 12 boxes Concentrated Lye
5th Gift 1 yr Sub Daily
New Era
8th Gift 1 bbl 5 bu Salt
11th Gift 1 gal Keeling
Strawberries
14th Gift 1 yr Sub Kentuckian

3rd Gift I lb Royal Baking Powder
6th gift I box 2$ Jocko
Cigars
•
9th - gift I Set Cups and
Saucers
12th gift 25 lb gran Sugar
15th gift 12piece Sugar Sets

including the list, but you must not leave the store until the MAY
and
to
up
etc..
3rd,
2nd,
1st,
either
MAY,
IN
DATE
ONE
You can guess any
NUMBER IS OPENED,if you do your guess will not be counted.

Time

May 1st
9:30 to 10am

You Are Invited

ace
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